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Introduction
Top Experts Share Insights on Hottest Trends at
Bloomberg BNA State Tax Advisory Board Roundtable

L eading state tax experts convened at the Bloomberg BNA State Tax Advisory Board Roundtable to discuss cur-
rent issues and trends in state taxation. The event was hosted by Steven Roll, Managing Editor, Contributed
Content and News (State Tax).

Moderating the discussion was Arthur R. Rosen, a partner in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery LLP, and a
prominent practitioner in the field of state and local taxation. Rosen is the Chairman of Bloomberg BNA’s State Tax
Advisory Board. The other panelists included State Tax Advisory Board members Kendall Houghton with Alston &
Bird, Joe Huddleston of the Multistate Tax Commission, Douglas Lindholm of COST and Professor Richard D. Pomp
of UConn Law. Special guests at the Roundtable were Stephen M. Cordi of the District of Columbia’s Office of Tax
and Revenue, Joseph Henchman of the Tax Foundation, Diann Smith of McDermott Will & Emery LLP and Steven
N.J. Wlodychak of Ernst & Young LLP.

Topics covered by the group include:

s the state tax implications of the Direct Marketing Association case and Justice Kennedy’s invitation to
revisit Quill as part of his concurrence;

s states’ efforts to expand sales tax nexus reach by enacting click-through nexus provisions in light of the
absence of a federal framework for sales tax collection by remote vendors;

s sales tax legislation introduced in Congress in the last year, including the Marketplace Fairness Act of
2015, The Online Sales Simplification Act, the Internet Tax Fairness Act and the Remote Transaction Parity
Act;

s the growing need to address a standard across states for requirements regarding tax filing and tax with-
holding for employees working temporarily in another state such as the Mobile Workforce State Income Tax
Simplification Act;

s the controversy surrounding the Multistate Tax Compact’s apportionment election provision and Michi-
gan’s decision in IBM;

s changes to the Multistate Tax Compact Sections 17 and 18, dealing with allocation and apportionment,
and sourcing;

s nexus for pass-though entities; and

s recent developments in unclaimed property, such as the Temple-Inland case and the model Unclaimed
Property Act.

This report is divided into the following discussion sections:

s U.S. Supreme Court;

s Click-Through Nexus;

s Federal Sales Tax Legislation;

s Federal Income Tax Legislation;

s MTC Tax Compact Litigation;

s MTC Tax Compact Amendments;

s Pass-Through Entities; and

s Unclaimed Property.

The edited transcripts that follow show the participants’ candid views on these and other topics. Citations and
summaries of the cases and other developments referred to by the participants during their discussions have been
added as additional background to aid further research on each topic. Each section is introduced by a brief summary
of the developments discussed.
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Participants
Biographies

O ur panel of state tax experts represent a cross section of state government and national accounting and law
firms. Moderating the Roundtable was Bloomberg BNA State Tax Advisory Board Chairman Arthur R. Rosen
of McDermott Will & Emery LLP. Also participating in the discussion were State Tax Advisory Board members

Kendall Houghton with Alston & Bird, Joeseph Huddleston of the Multistate Tax Commission, Douglas Lindholm of
COST and Professor Richard D. Pomp of UConn Law. Special guests at the Roundtable were Stephen M. Cordi of the
District of Columbia’s Office of Tax and Revenue, Joseph Henchman of the Tax Foundation, Diann Smith of McDer-
mott Will & Emery LLP and Steven N.J. Wlodychak of Ernst & Young LLP.

Below are the biographies of the participants:

Stephen M. Cordi is Deputy Chief Financial Officer and head of the DC Office of Tax and Revenue.

Prior to joining DC in January of 2008, he was Of Counsel to the Baltimore law firm of Ober, Kaler,
Grimes & Shriver. In 2005, he retired from the Maryland Comptroller’s Office with 31 years of service,
the last 11 of which were as Deputy Comptroller.

He is past president of the Federation of Tax Administrators, North East States Tax Officials Asso-
ciation and the Maryland Government Finance Officers Association and past chair of the Multistate
Tax Commission. He is a graduate of Haverford College and Georgetown University Law Center, a

member of the Maryland Bar and a Certified Public Accountant.

Joseph Henchman is the Vice President of Legal & State Projects, as well as Vice President of Opera-
tions, for the Tax Foundation.

Mr. Henchman is an attorney and policy analyst who supervises the Tax Foundation’s state policy
and legal programs, analyzing state tax trends, constitutional issues and tax law developments.

Mr. Henchman holds a bachelor’s degree in political science with a minor in public policy from the
University of California, Berkeley and a law degree from George Washington University, where his
‘‘Why the Quill Physical Presence Rule Shouldn’t Go the Way of Personal Jurisdiction,’’ has been cited

as a ‘‘spirited defense’’ of keeping tax jurisdiction based on physical presence. In 2007, he earned a certificate in In-
ternational Legal Studies from Justice Anthony M. Kennedy’s summer program at the University of Pacific-McGeorge
School of Law. He is admitted to practice law in the state of Maryland, the District of Columbia and before the U.S.
Supreme Court.

His media appearances have included The Economist, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
the Los Angeles Times, The Baltimore Sun, the Orange County Register, the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor, CNN, ABC News, Bloomberg, C-SPAN, NPR, Fox, Forbes, Fortune, Governing, Barron’s, Kiplinger’s,
Stateline, Reuters and the Associated Press. He has testified or presented to officials in 31 states.

Kendall Houghton is a partner with Alston & Bird in Washington, D.C. Ms. Houghton’s practice fo-
cuses on state and local tax planning, tax controversies and various legal matters related to unclaimed
property/escheat.

She previously served as general counsel to the Council On State Taxation (COST), where she filed
numerous U.S. Supreme Court briefs in cases impacting state taxation of multistate commerce, and
she led a tax policy initiative addressing taxation of Internet transactions.

Ms. Houghton is a member of the Bloomberg BNA State Tax Advisory Board and is the coauthor
of Bloomberg BNA’s Multistate Tax Portfolio entitled Unclaimed Property.

Ms. Houghton is a Georgetown University School of Law instructor (L.L.M. program). She is a featured speaker
at national state tax conferences and schools hosted by COST, Tax Executives Institute and Institute for Profession-
als in Taxation.

She earned her undergraduate degree from Harvard College, her law degree from New York University and her
L.L.M. in Taxation from Emory University.

Joseph Huddleston is the Executive Director for the Multistate Tax Commission in Washington, D.C.,
having been named to that position in July of 2005. The MTC is an intergovernmental State Tax
agency with responsibilities ranging from development of Model Tax statutes and regulations, to the
conduct of audits on multistate/multinational corporations on behalf of its member states. Addition-
ally, the Multistate Tax Commission regularly advises Congressional Committees and individual mem-
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bers of Congress on state tax impacts of federal legislation. In 2012, he received the 11th annual award for Outstand-
ing Achievement in State and Local Taxation from New York University.

Prior to joining the Commission, he was vice president of tax solutions for Liquid Engines Inc., a tax software firm
focused on advanced state income tax planning models and methodologies for multi-state and multi-national compa-
nies. Mr. Huddleston joined Liquid Engines from Grant Thornton LLP, then the nation’s sixth largest accounting and
management consulting firm, where he was a partner and national director for state and local tax. He served as Com-
missioner of the Tennessee Department of Revenue from 1987 to 1995. Immediately after leaving the Tennessee De-
partment of Revenue, Mr. Huddleston became chief financial officer for the Metropolitan Government of Nashville
and Davidson County. Mr. Huddleston launched his legal career after stints as an Internal Revenue Service revenue
officer in Chattanooga, TN., and Columbia, S.C. He entered private practice in Nashville before working from 1984-
1987 at the District Attorney General’s office in Cookeville, TN.

Mr. Huddleston serves on numerous state tax related boards, including NYU, Georgetown Law, U. of Wisconsin/
Milwaukee, CCH and Bloomberg BNA. He is a founding trustee of both the Paul Hartman Tax Forum at Vanderbilt
University Law School in Nashville, Tennessee and the New England State and Local Tax Forum in Boston. A gradu-
ate of the University of South Carolina, he received his J.D. from the Nashville School of Law and was awarded his
Doctor of Laws by the University of South Carolina in 2009. Huddleston is a member of both the Tennessee and
American Bar Associations and their respective tax sections.

Douglas Lindholm is President and Executive Director of the Council On State Taxation (COST).
COST, with a membership of over 600 multistate corporations, is dedicated to preserving and promot-
ing equitable and nondiscriminatory state taxation of multi-jurisdictional entities.

Prior to taking the helm at COST, Mr. Lindholm served as Counsel, State Tax Policy for the Gen-
eral Electric Company in Washington, D.C. and in the Washington National Tax Services Office of
Price Waterhouse LLP. He has written numerous articles on federal, state and local tax issues in a
wide variety of publications; testifies frequently before state legislatures and Congress on state tax is-

sues; and is a frequent speaker at national tax conferences and seminars.
In 2006, Mr. Lindholm was named to the Tax Business 50 list of most influential tax professionals on the globe,

and is the recipient of the 2009 New York University Award for Outstanding Achievement in State and Local Taxa-
tion. He is a graduate of American University’s Washington College of Law in Washington, D.C., and Lynchburg Col-
lege (BA in Accounting) in Lynchburg, Virginia.

Richard D. Pomp is the Alva P. Loiselle Professor of Law. He is a summa cum laude graduate of the
University of Michigan and a magna cum laude graduate of Harvard Law School. He has taught at
Harvard, New York University, Columbia, Texas and Boston College. In addition, he has been a Dis-
tinguished Professor in Residence, Chulalongkorn Law School, Bangkok, Thailand, and a Visiting
Scholar at the University of Tokyo Law School and at Harvard Law School.

Professor Pomp serves as an expert witness in various courts throughout the country and as coun-
sel and a litigation consultant to law firms, corporations, accounting firms and state tax administra-

tions. He has participated in various capacities in Supreme Court litigation. Professor Pomp has also served as a con-
sultant to cities, states, the Multistate Tax Commission, the Navajo Nation, the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Treasury, the
Department of Justice, the IRS, the United Nations, the IMF, the World Bank and numerous foreign countries, in-
cluding the People’s Republic of China, the Republic of China, Indonesia, Gambia, Zambia, Mexico, the Philippines,
Pakistan, India and Vietnam.

He is the former Director of the New York Tax Study Commission. Under his tenure, New York restructured its
personal and corporate income taxes, and created an independent tax court. Professor Pomp’s casebook, State and
Local Taxation, has been used in more than 100 schools, state tax administrations and major accounting firms for
their internal training. Portions of the casebook have been translated into Chinese, Dutch, German, Japanese, Span-
ish and Vietnamese. He is also the author of more than 100 articles, numerous chapters in books, and various books
and monographs. His writings have also appeared in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and the Finan-
cial Times. In addition to the local and regional media, Professor Pomp has been interviewed by NPR, Bloomberg
Radio, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, the Christian Science Monitor, the Los
Angeles Times, the Minneapolis Star Tribune, the Sacramento Bee, The Baltimore Sun and The International Herald
Tribune.

Professor Pomp is the author of Bloomberg BNA State Tax Portfolio 1440-1st: State Taxation of American Indians,
the Tribes, and Those Doing Business With Them: Sovereignty, Indian Commerce Clause, Treaties, and Statutes.

In 2007, he received the NYU Institute on State and Local Taxation Award for Outstanding Achievement in State
and Local Taxation. In 2011, he received the BNA Lifetime Achievement Award. He was the 2012 winner of the Uni-
versity of Connecticut’s Faculty Excellence in Teaching—Graduate Level. In 2014, he received the Council on State
Taxation’s Excellence in State Taxation Award.

Arthur R. Rosen is a partner in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery LLP and is based in the
firm’s Miami office and has a regular presence in the firm’s New York office. His practice focuses on
tax planning and litigation relating to state and local tax matters for corporations, partnerships and
individuals. Formerly the Deputy Counsel of the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance,
as well as Counsel to the Governor’s Temporary Sales Tax Commission and Tax Counsel to the New
York State Senate Tax Committee, Mr. Rosen has held executive tax management positions at Xerox
Corporation and AT&T. In addition, he has worked in accounting and law firms in New York City.
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Mr. Rosen is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel and is listed in Best Lawyers in America, Best Law-
yers in New York, Chambers USA and The Legal 500 United States.

Mr. Rosen is a past chair of the State and Local Tax Committee of the American Bar Association’s Tax Section and
a past chair of the National Association of State Bar Tax Sections. He is a member of the Executive Committee of the
New York State Bar Association’s Tax Section, and has served as co-chair of its Committees on New York State Tax
Matters, New York City Tax Matters and State and Local Tax Matters. He also served as President and Chairman of
the NYU Tax Society and is an active member of the Institute for Professionals in Taxation. Mr. Rosen was a mem-
ber of the steering committee of the NTA Communications and Electronic Commerce Tax Project. He founded and
chairs the annual week-long ‘‘Introduction to State and Local Taxes’’ program, as well as the ‘‘State and Local Taxa-
tion II’’ program, offered at New York University. Mr. Rosen serves as a member of the New York State Commis-
sioner of Taxation and Finance’s advisory council, the New York City Commissioner of Finance’s advisory council,
and the New York City Tax Appeals Tribunal’s advisory council.

Mr. Rosen is a member of the Bloomberg BNA State Tax Advisory Board and is the author of three of Bloomberg
BNA’s State Tax Portfolios: 1270-1st: Sales and Use Taxes: Streamlined Sales Tax System; 1300-2nd: Sales and Use
Taxes: General Principles; and 1430,-2nd: Jurisdictional Limitations: Attributional Nexus.

Mr. Rosen is the editor of the monthly newsletter, Inside New York Taxes and coeditor of the semimonthly news-
letters, New York Tax Highlights and New York Tax Cases. He has written scores of articles that have appeared in
publications such as the Journal of Taxation, the Journal of Bank Taxation, the State and Local Tax Lawyer, the As-
sessment Digest, the Journal of New York Taxation and The Tax Executive. In addition, he has spoken hundreds of
times throughout the country on state and local tax matters.

Diann Smith is counsel in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery LLP and is based in the firm’s
Washington, D.C., office.

Ms. Smith focuses her practice on state and local taxation with an emphasis on tax challenges re-
lating to compliance, controversy, planning and legislative activity.

Ms. Smith has experience representing clients in nexus, tax base, business and nonbusiness in-
come classification, apportionment and FIN 48 compliance issues. She has also counseled clients on
multistate unclaimed property compliance and voluntary disclosure opportunities. She has repre-

sented clients from a broad range of industries, including retail, insurance and communications services.

Ms. Smith has significant experience representing clients before the Multistate Tax Commission. Prior to joining
McDermott, Ms. Smith was counsel at another international law firm, where she also focused on state and local taxa-
tion. She also previously served as general counsel for the Council On State Taxation (COST). While at COST, Ms.
Smith worked on nearly every major state and local tax issue confronting multistate businesses. Ms. Smith is a co-
author of Bloomberg BNA State Tax Portfolio 1150,-2nd: Income Taxes: Principles of Formulary Apportionment.

Ms. Smith received her J.D. from the Georgetown University Law Center, where she was an editor of the George-
town Law Journal. She was an adjunct professor at Georgetown University Law Center for the L.L.M. in Taxation
program from 1998 to 2005. She received her B.A. from Miami University.

Steven N.J. Wlodychak is a principal with Ernst & Young LLP’s indirect (state and local) tax practice.
Based in Washington, D.C., he is also the state and local tax leader of its Center for Tax Policy coor-
dinating Ernst & Young’s point of view on emerging state and local tax legislative, judicial and admin-
istrative issues. He leads its state and local transactions practice and has addressed state and local tax
considerations in all 50 states and on well over 800 different transactions.

A frequent speaker, Mr. Wlodychak has presented on various state and local tax issues at Ernst &
Young’s Annual CFO Roundtable for the Real Estate Industry, the Institute for Professionals in Taxa-

tion, Bloomberg BNA, the Practising Law Institute and Stafford Publications. He is a visiting lecturer at the L.L.M. in
taxation programs at Georgetown University’s School of Law and Loyola Marymount University’s School of Law in
Los Angeles, as well as at Arizona State University’s Masters in Taxation program.
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U.S.SupremeCourt
Panelists’ Predictions for ‘Wynne’ Hit Target; Despite
Brouhaha Over ‘DMA,’ Will ‘CSX’ Have a Broader Impact?

T he U.S. Supreme Court heard three major state tax cases this year: Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl, Ala-
bama Dept. of Revenue v. CSX Transportation and Comptroller v. Wynne. The issues ranged from the gray ar-
eas created by the holding in Direct Marketing Association (DMA), including the potential for federal courts to

enjoin states from commencing audits, to the U.S. Supreme Court’s analysis of ‘‘discrimination’’ in CSX.

In DMA, the court held that the Tax Injunction Act (TIA) does not bar federal court jurisdiction over a suit to en-
join the enforcement of notice-and-reporting requirements of a Colorado tax law that neither imposed nor required
the collection of a tax.

One of the major implications of the decision is how this might affect the future role federal courts can play in
state tax administration. The roundtable participants debated whether federal courts now have the authority to en-
join localities from commencing audits. If taxpayers are able to take more state tax issues to federal courts, state tax
administrators may lose their ‘‘home court advantage.’’

Unlike the majority opinion, which roundtable participants agreed was simply pure statutory construction, Justice
Kennedy’s concurrence was what made the opinion exciting.

In his concurrence, Justice Kennedy indicates that in light of technological advancements, Quill should be revis-
ited. The roundtable participants questioned whether the constitutionality of the reporting mechanism in DMA is the
vehicle envisioned by Justice Kennedy for revising Quill. While some participants noted that DMA is currently the
only case on the issue, others pointed out that Justice Kennedy specifically said that taxpayers should consider bring-
ing ‘‘another case,’’ implying that the fact pattern in DMA was inappropriate to challenge the holding in Quill.

In CSX, the taxpayer, CSX Transportation, sued the Alabama Department of Revenue for violating the Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1974 (4-R Act), which targeted state and local tax schemes that discrimi-
nated against rail carriers. CSX argued that the sales tax imposed by Alabama was discriminatory because it required
the rail carriers to pay more than their competitors for purchasing diesel fuel in the state.

State tax experts discussed the potential impact of CSX, with one group noting that the despite the ‘‘brouhaha’’
surrounding DMA, CSX could have more substantial implications in various areas of state tax. The other group main-
tained that the holding in CSX is narrowly confined to the 4-R Act and the protection of railroads.

Perhaps the most important development in state tax jurisprudence is one that the court still had not released at
the time the roundtable discussion took place—Comptroller v. Wynne.

The Wynnes challenged the Maryland income tax credit system as an unconstitutional restraint on interstate com-
merce in violation of the dormant commerce clause. They argued that allowing the state to not give a full credit for
taxes paid on income earned in interstate commerce impermissibly restrained interstate commerce.

Roundtable participants noted that with nearly 95 percent of businesses operating as pass-through entities that
pay tax through the individual income tax system, a decision by the court not to extend commerce clause protection
to the Wynnes would strike a major blow to a majority of businesses. As one practitioner commented, for the court
to come down with a substance over form decision in Wynne would be astonishing. The predictions of the panelists
proved to be correct, as the U.S. Supreme Court rendered a decision in favor of the Wynnes and extended commerce
clause protections to individuals.

‘Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl’

Facts and Oral Argument
Rosen: There’s been a lot of exciting things going on

in our state tax world, so let’s dive right in. The first

thing we want to talk about is the U.S. Supreme Court’s
decision in Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl. What
I would like to do to keep this discussion somewhat or-
ganized, because there are so many things going on in
that opinion and in its aftermath, is to talk in terms of
three subsets: first, the Tax Injunction Act ruling and
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what it means for the future; second, the court’s com-
ment on comity; and third, Justice Kennedy’s concur-
rence.

I think we all know the background of this case:
Colorado enacted a statute that requires sellers that
ship or send goods into Colorado but do not collect the
Colorado sales and use tax to notify Colorado custom-
ers of the state’s tax requirements at the time of the sale
and also to report tax-related information to these cus-
tomers and the Colorado Department of Revenue in
January of the following year. The law is somewhat
similar to the 1099 system at the federal level.

Pomp: Did they have to figure out what was taxable
and what wasn’t when they sent their 1099 to the con-
sumer? This will be important when the court turns to
the merits.

Rosen: The statute requires that the notification in-
cludes ‘‘if known by the retailer, whether the purchase
is exempt or not exempt from taxation.’’

So we know the Direct Marketing Association
brought suit against the department to enjoin the de-
partment from enforcing that law. The federal district
court ruled in favor of DMA, finding that requiring this
reporting process or imposing the reporting process
only on those that don’t collect the sales and use tax
was tantamount, due to Quill, to imposing this reporting
requirement on those who didn’t have physical pres-
ence in the state, therefore discriminating against inter-
state commerce. The district court also found that im-
posing this reporting requirement on out-of-state sellers
would be an undue burden under interstate commerce.

I thought Colorado just made a litigating blunder

by not at the outset giving the court the line

that it was struggling to find. It didn’t offer up any

definitional line drawing, and thus the poor lawyer

was subjected to all of the court’s hypotheticals,

typical hypotheticals you get in oral argument, and

he never had a good response at the outset.

RICHARD POMP

ALVA P. LOISELLE PROFESSOR OF LAW

The Tenth Circuit reversed, saying that the federal
courts cannot play a role in this because the federal Tax
Injunction Act constrains federal courts from getting in-
volved in this type of state tax matter.

Without getting into the technical aspects at this
point, let’s turn to the TIA itself and the court’s analysis
of whether it applied. The Tax Injunction Act prohibits
the federal courts from hearing any case that was to
‘‘enjoin, suspend or restrain the assessment, levy or col-
lection of a state tax.’’ The Tenth Circuit found that en-
joining the enforcement of the Colorado statute would
‘‘limit, restrict or hold back’’—different words—the
state’s ability to obtain revenue that the state thought it
had a right to get.

So looking at those very specific terms, the U.S. Su-
preme Court ruled that the reporting requirement was

not an assessment, levy or collection; therefore, the fed-
eral court could be involved in it.

Wlodychak: I read over the case and I thought it was
really fascinating because it is the one that is just pure
statutory construction. You have Justice Thomas pars-
ing page after page after page on what assessment, col-
lection and levy mean, and by looking at those defini-
tions, he said what Colorado was doing was simply ask-
ing for information. That’s not the same as either
assessment, collection or levy; therefore, the Tax In-
junction Act didn’t apply. I see it simply as the Supreme
Court arbitering what statutory construction was and
what Congress was intending.

Pomp: I thought Colorado just made a litigating blun-
der by not at the outset giving the court the line that it
was struggling to find. It didn’t offer up any definitional
line drawing, and thus the poor lawyer was subjected to
all of the court’s hypotheticals, typical hypotheticals
you get in oral argument, and he never had a good re-
sponse at the outset. Finally he sort of circled back and
provided the court with a ‘‘line.’’ I’ve been told that in
the moot courts he had an answer to the definitional
problem. Joe Huddleston, do you know what hap-
pened? Did you talk with Colorado after the oral argu-
ment?

Huddleston: We asked what happened and I didn’t get
a very good response, either.

Pomp: I understand the anxiety that accompanies oral
argument, many of us have been there.

Houghton: In the absence of the line drawing, I think
the amicus briefs filed by various parties saying this is a
classic slippery slope problem got some traction.

Implications of ‘DMA’
Rosen: Let’s turn to the implications. What does this

mean as far as the future role federal courts can play in
state tax administration? I guess the obvious question is
what about audits? Can a taxpayer, for example, that
claims it has no nexus with the jurisdiction go to federal
court to enjoin a locality from commencing an audit? In
the opinion, the Supreme Court mentioned audits that
are perhaps somewhere between third party informa-
tion gathering, which was the case before them, and is-
suing an assessment. The court said perhaps an audit
could be part of issuing an assessment, but it didn’t
reach a conclusion on that. Any thoughts?

Pomp: Can I ask sort of the underlying question? Why
does the taxpayer care? Are the state courts really bi-
ased against the taxpayer? Don’t state court judges
have more experience with commerce clause tax cases
than do federal judges?

Rosen: Many people have a perception that state
courts are not as objective as federal courts when deal-
ing with a state tax issue.

As a matter of fact, when the state tax government
representatives were asked whether they would be
happy if the business community dropped all of their
legislative initiatives in Congress, if in turn the state
governments would support not only a repeal of the Tax
Injunction Act but also an affirmative grant of Congres-
sional authority to the Court of Federal Claims to hear
interstate tax cases, the state tax administrators said,
‘‘no way.’’ State tax administrators know that they have
a lot of wins on their side because they are playing in
their home court, and we have seen case after case of
taxpayers winning in federal court in those rare in-
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stances when federal courts do get involved in state tax
matters.

Smith: Art, another reason I think they care particu-
larly in the scenario you’re talking about where it’s an
audit issue is that there may not be an obvious proce-
dural path in the state. Getting into federal court may
be the quickest way that something like that can be re-
solved.

Comity
Pomp: If all of this is correct, why wasn’t the comity

issue raised by Colorado to try to keep it in the state?
Smith: Colorado didn’t even raise the Tax Injunction

Act.
Pomp: That I understand. They did not want their

regulation to be viewed as a ‘‘tax’’ and thus trigger
Quill—they wanted it to be a regulation and to get more
flexible balancing. But the comity doctrine wouldn’t be
inconsistent with that. So why didn’t they argue comity
and try to keep it in the state courts?

What does this mean as far as the future role

federal courts can play in state tax administration?

ARTHUR ROSEN

PARTNER, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Rosen: Why is the state doing the same thing now—
even after remand? It doesn’t want to argue comity, but
apparently the Tenth Circuit is requesting that this
point be briefed.

Pomp: So what is going on here?
Rosen: One possibility, and this is just a guess, is that

the state, either on behalf of itself or maybe on behalf
of many states, is seeking a real resolution of the under-
lying issue, and it does not want to get caught up in pro-
cedural or quasi-procedural hassles.

Huddleston: What do you see as the underlying issue?

Underlying Issues
Rosen: Well, I think prior to reading Justice Kenne-

dy’s concurring opinion, the underlying issue is how far
a state can go in circumventing Quill. What I really was
hoping the district court would have decided is that the
Colorado statute was unconstitutional because there’s
plenty of authority that says a state cannot economi-
cally coerce a person to give up his, her or its constitu-
tional rights. And people have a constitutional right
based on Quill not to collect if they don’t have a physi-
cal presence in the jurisdiction. The statute was really
trying to force remote sellers to collect and remit the
tax.

Lindholm: The irony regarding the underlying issue is
that the Quill decision was all about the burdens im-
posed on taxpayers by the collection responsibility. It
strikes me that the reporting requirements the Colorado
DOR seeks to impose carry even greater, or at least
equal, burdens to the tax collection burden.

Rosen: There’s the premise of my point: they are forc-
ing taxpayers to collect.

Lindholm: And forcing taxpayers to choose which bur-
den is greater–the collection burden or the reporting
burden.

They did not want their regulation to be viewed as

a ‘‘tax’’ and thus trigger Quill—they wanted it

to be a regulation and to get more flexible

balancing.

RICHARD POMP

ALVA P. LOISELLE PROFESSOR OF LAW

Rosen: Well, I see it differently, because all of the
companies with which I have spoken have said that
building and implementing a system like this, a brand-
new system, is more expensive than just collecting and
remitting the tax. I believe the Colorado Legislature
knew that.

Lindholm: So if that’s true, the DOR is looking to im-
pose a greater burden to coerce taxpayers into doing
something (e.g. collecting) that the court has found vio-
lates the commerce clause because of the burdens im-
posed.

Rosen: That was the district court’s second rationale.
The first rationale was discrimination. The court’s sec-
ond rationale was that it imposed an undue burden on
interstate commerce using the same language the Su-
preme Court used in Quill.

Justice Kennedy’s
Concurrence and Revisiting ‘Quill’

Lindholm: So this makes Kennedy’s concurrence indi-
cating that Quill should be revisited even more interest-
ing. Many in the taxpayer community have sought to
get the nexus issues raised by Quill back before the
court, and the court has steadfastly refused, noting that
it is an issue more appropriate for Congress to resolve.
Does anyone think the constitutionality of the reporting
mechanism in DMA is a vehicle that Kennedy envisions
revisiting Quill for? Does anyone think they would hear
this case to address nexus issues if it ever gets back to
them?

Smith: There are no other cases keyed up. This is re-
ally the only case out there. The states have not pushed
forward. Oklahoma has not gone after their ‘Quill is
dead’ concept. And so this is really the case. Consider
it’s already at the federal circuit court—it’s the furthest
along, but it’s a very different case than your standard
collection case.

Rosen: I think, Doug, that Kennedy specifically said
‘‘another case.’’ Time for another case—not this case. I
think what you’re saying makes sense that if the Su-
preme Court were to decide this case on what is an un-
due burden today, then that undue burden language
from a case like this could be used in an actual sales tax
case. But of course, you read Kennedy’s concurrence,
and it’s all about policy—not about law.

And I don’t understand how the principle of stare de-
cisis is any less a part of our jurisprudence today than it
was in 1992. Remember, Quill was based on stare deci-
sis because of National Bellas Hess, and the Supreme
Court said in Quill that the whole industry has grown
up due to settled expectations from NBH. Well, that’s
even stronger today with the eCommerce industry.
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The thing I get most concerned about is that so many
people are ignoring the fact that eight of nine justices
declined to join Justice Kennedy in that statement.

Huddleston: Art, that’s kind of a stretch, isn’t it?
Rosen: Explain.
Huddleston: They did not join him, but to say they de-

clined presupposes an affirmative action on their part to
do something. I don’t see any of that.

Rosen: That’s my understanding of how it works in
the U.S. Supreme Court. All drafts are circulated among
the justices, and if any justice wants to join—

Huddleston: I didn’t read anything in there where any
other justice besides Kennedy weighed in on this.

Rosen: They each had an opportunity in the Supreme
Court draft circulation process.

I’m not sure that DMA is the case that the states

or the taxpayers see as being the case that needs

to address Quill head on, nor did I see coming

out of the language of the court either at the

appellate court or the Supreme Court this kind of

in-depth discussion of where Quill applies and

where it doesn’t.

JOE HUDDLESTON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION

Huddleston: Just because they didn’t doesn’t mean
they had any affirmative definition about what they
thought should or shouldn’t happen.

Rosen: They had the opportunity to but they declined.
Pomp: Why didn’t they join? If they were sympathetic,

why didn’t they join in firing the shot across the bow?
Rosen: Well, I don’t know.
Lindholm: Back to my earlier point, Quill is a sales tax

nexus case, but given the ongoing controversy, it’s hard
for me to see them addressing Quill again without also
addressing the nexus standard for business activity
taxes.

Huddleston: Before we go down that road, I just want
to make one comment on DMA as such. I really think
that because of Justice Kennedy’s comments that those
of us in the tax community have gotten overly excited
about what happens next with DMA. I’m not sure that
DMA is the case that the states or the taxpayers see as
being the case that needs to address Quill head on, nor
did I see coming out of the language of the court either
at the appellate court or the Supreme Court this kind of
in-depth discussion of where Quill applies and where it
doesn’t. I think your analysis of what this case, Art, was
all about was exactly right, and I don’t think that Colo-
rado began this with an understanding that somehow it
was going to be an assault on Quill. But because of the
things that have intervened, we have seen this big dis-
cussion about whether this is going to be the case.

Smith: The district court judge very clearly said that
the reason she was finding this way was because it was
inextricably linked to the Quill collection responsibility.
She found that it was Quill that required that decision.

Rosen: But what Doug is talking about is undue bur-
den.

Huddleston: Right. That’s right.
Lindholm: My larger question is, does anyone think

that Kennedy’s arguably unrefuted statement is a signal
of some sort of sea change indicating the court may be
willing to take more of these cases, even though in the
past they have said this is an issue that Congress is bet-
ter suited to resolve? My sense is that the full court is
not going to touch it as long as Congress has legislation
in the pipeline—Kennedy’s statement
notwithstanding—and regardless of the prospects of
that legislation.

Henchman: What is the source of Justice Kennedy’s
frustration is a question I have. We have seen all of
these corporate cases denied, and he’s kind of venting a
little bit in his concurrence over what hasn’t been done
on sales tax and what’s driving that and I think a big
part of it is the state statutes that have been passed that
indicate, in my mind at least, that states are trying to get
around Quill and are probing the extent of that. I think
he sees that and he wants to have some accounting for
it.

So that would be my reason why it wouldn’t extend
to the corporate nexus context. Even though if you were
being consistent, it should.

A Test Case for ‘Quill’
Pomp: A couple of comments. One, unlike what’s

been suggested, there was not a robust record on rela-
tive and comparative burdens of collecting the Colorado
sales tax versus providing 1099 information.

Two, Joe, the rumor is you are working on a test case
of Quill. Can you comment?

Huddleston: No, I cannot comment. I think if those
kind of things were going on, there are several things
that you can say in relationship to the other kind of
cases that are out here. I kind of agree with what Joe
said, also, as to where we began out of this. And I think
there are a lot of things going on at the legislative side
in the states and even some potential litigation that
could address this, although the Ohio case is clearly not
a sales tax case.

But if the states were in anticipation of litigation and
I knew anything about it, it would be certainly inappro-
priate for me to talk about it.

Pomp: Talking hypothetically, what would the best
test of Quill be? Son of Quill, what would that look like
to you?

Henchman: Wouldn’t it just be the fact pattern again?
Huddleston: I think it would be very, very similar to

what we saw in Quill.
Pomp: I think that would be a mistake.
Huddleston: If you remember, there were a lot of cases

out there when Quill came out—there were a lot of
other pieces of litigation in the works all over the coun-
try. I had a great case myself in Tennessee. It was a
great case, but we had facts that were not present in
Quill. And I think that the states probably would want
to find a relatively clean case, one as uncomplicated as
possible, which raises fundamentally the same issues
that were there in Quill. Because if it what everybody
seems to think—that Kennedy is inviting something at
this point—I think that the states would prefer to see
something that was clean, not convoluted, and some-
thing that just addressed the issue head on.

Smith: Do you think it should be a Streamlined state?
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Huddleston: No, I don’t. I think a Streamlined state
would have problems of its own.

What would the best test of Quill be? Son of Quill,

what would that look like to you?

RICHARD POMP

ALVA P. LOISELLE PROFESSOR OF LAW

Wlodychak: States are taking notice of this. There was
legislation introduced in Washington State just a few
days ago, and in that legislation they specifically cite—
I’ve never seen this in a legislative proposal before—
Justice Kennedy’s concurrence to say they want to go as
far as Justice Kennedy suggests they do with respect to
their sales tax rules. I found that a really fascinating re-
sponse to this concurring opinion.

Henchman: I just want to say I’m not surprised it was
Washington State.

Huddleston: And there are a lot of people pointing to
Washington State legislation right now and saying over
time that could be a case. But once again I’m not sure
that’s the case, either. There’s a great deal of detail in
that legislation, which frankly I haven’t waded through
sufficiently to feel comfortable with at this point.

‘Alabama Department of
Revenue v. CSX Transportation’

Facts and Oral Argument
Rosen: Let’s move to the other important state tax de-

cision rendered by the U.S. Supreme Court, Alabama
Department of Revenue v. CSX Transportation.

As we know, this rose under the 4-R Act that prohib-
its discriminatory taxation against railroads. There are
four sections in that law that prohibit discrimination:
the first three relate to property tax, and the fourth one,
other taxes.

At issue was what does ‘‘discrimination’’ mean? To
what do you compare the plaintiff’s situation? In the
opinion, the U.S. Supreme Court said that for purposes
of this type of discrimination, that which is prohibited
under this 4-R statute, we don’t look at the equal pro-
tection concept where there’s virtually nobody who is
deemed similarly situated. That state statutes can dis-
criminate against anyone not in a non-protected class is
just reality. Here, however, the purpose of the statute
was to make sure that railroads did not completely die
in this country as they started to before this act was en-
acted.

We have a different definition of what class we’re
looking at, who is similarly situated to whom.

And so the case was remanded in order to have the
lower court look at all the taxes that are imposed on the
competitors of railroads, the trucking companies, which
pay an excise tax in their diesel fuel. And of course the
railroads pay sales tax on their fuel.

But watercraft pay neither tax. So are those three
valid competitors? I think the U.S. Supreme Court
pretty much accepted they were, especially based on
the 4-R Act preamble that’s supposed to look at all com-
mercial transportation and make them equal.

So what are the thoughts on that?
Pomp: Didn’t Alabama concede that?
Rosen: Yes, it did.
Pomp: There are two mysteries to me: one, why Ala-

bama conceded that the water carriers were competi-
tors. They are exempt from this tax under the Enabling
Act when they enter the union. Why you would concede
that they are competitors when that helps undercut
your legal argument and may be more in the nature of
de minimis competition? Second, there was an election
that railroads could have made to be treated like the
truckers if they wanted to, is that right?

Rosen: I think so.
Pomp: You don’t read about that in the opinion. You

would think that would have cured the discrimination
complaint. This is self-imposed discrimination. You
didn’t make the election.

What was going on in the litigating posture of this
case, Joe Huddleston? You were close to Alabama on
this as some understand. You submitted an MTC am-
icus brief that I think that actually referred to the
election—before most people even knew about it. So
what’s going on in the way Alabama litigated this?

Huddleston: You don’t always make the best argu-
ments, I guess is the only answer to that.

Lindholm: We filed an amicus brief in this case, too,
and it’s troubling to me that the court sent the case back
down to the Eleventh Circuit to ask them to do what
they had explicitly stated they cannot do, which is to
delve into the ‘‘thicket of tax incidence analysis’’—that
is, where do you draw the line when considering com-
parable taxes and comparable tax burdens on different
industries?

For just one example of the difficulty, the diesel ex-
cise tax is a tax designed to pay for roads—that is, on
the use of the roads, on the right-of-way. The railroads
will argue that they don’t pay that tax because they
don’t use the roads, but will want the courts to consider
that they pay taxes on their own rights of way, through
property taxes on the roadbed. Should property taxes
be factored in? Should the courts consider relative bur-
dens of income taxes and franchise taxes? How far
should the analysis go, and is there a clear place do
draw a line? I don’t see one.

Wlodychak: Why stop there? Like Professor Pomp said,
the statute in Alabama, as in every state that came in
the union after the Northwest Ordinance in 1787, has a
provision in there that says the rivers shall forever be
free of any taxation. It’s right in there. So why stop
there? Why don’t we go all the way so the railroads
have to be on an equal basis with the barge companies
and pay nothing.

Lindholm: Exactly. It puts the Eleventh Circuit in a po-
sition to undertake a very difficult analysis that they
have shown a great reluctance to undertake. What I find
particularly interesting is Justice Roberts’ admonition
that ‘‘we don’t want to see this case back up here before
us.’’ Well, Justice Roberts, in my opinion, it’s coming
right back up on that issue, because that could certainly
carry implications for the compensatory tax doctrine
under traditional commerce clause jurisprudence.

Pomp: Do we tax folks agree this is not a compensa-
tory tax within the meaning of Oregon Waste Systems?

Lindholm: That was not the intent.
Rosen: That was clearly not the intent.
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Wlodychak: This was all designed to protect the rail-
roads, as you pointed out, after they came out of bank-
ruptcy.

Impacts of ‘CSX’
Pomp: Will you look at relative tax burdens? Does that

have an implication for DMA?
Rosen: To what extent do you draw the line on actual

tax liability, or do you go all the way to total economic
burden?

Lindholm: And do you look at how the money was
spent as well?

Pomp: You really can’t go all the way. It’s unmanage-
able.

Rosen: Exactly. So I think the only logical place you
would stop is legal incidence of the tax.

Lindholm: That begs the question: of which tax?
Rosen: Then you go to which taxes. Are they just busi-

ness taxes or all taxes? Do they include property taxes?
And this reminds me of equal protection with direct
broadcast and satellite against the cable companies. Of
course they have been making those arguments, but
that type of discrimination under constitutional provi-
sions is okay, the U.S. Supreme Court has said, like
Leathers v. Medlock. But that’s different than statutory
discrimination.

Huddleston: I guess one of the things I’ve been saying
about this is that while there’s been a lot of brouhaha
about DMA, personally I think the ruling in CSX could
have a much broader and much more substantial impli-
cation for a lot of different things once we get past this
as you suggested, Art, earlier. Could it have some impli-
cation in DMA itself?

Henchman: The burdens analysis you mean?
Huddleston: Yes. I just think the CSX case has a tre-

mendous potential for having long-lasting impact. I
think the death of this decision is—

What they are saying is if the U.S. Supreme Court

comes up with a method for evaluating a burden

of a discriminatory tax, how is that not applicable

to other areas?

JOSEPH HENCHMAN

VICE PRESIDENT OF LEGAL & STATE PROJECTS, VICE

PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, TAX FOUNDATION.

Wlodychak: Joe, I think CSX is really narrowly con-
fined to protection of the railroads. I mean, I agree,
maybe there’s some issue with respect to the discrimi-
natory aspect of how that law applies, but I really think
at the end of the day it only protects the railroads.

Pomp: That would be the narrowly confined, minimal-
ist reading.

Rosen: That’s how I see it, too.
Henchman: However, what they are saying is if the

U.S. Supreme Court comes up with a method for evalu-
ating a burden of a discriminatory tax, how is that not
applicable to other areas?

Pomp: You would limit it to the 4-R Act.

Rosen: The court already made that distinction be-
tween constitutional and statutory discrimination, so I
think it would be easy for them to have it apply just to
the 4-R Act and not to the sales tax.

Pomp: I mean, Scalia telling the railroad they can pick
who they want for their competitors flies in the face of
G.M. v. Tracy.

Henchman: I understand the legal reason.
Huddleston: I agree with Doug, I think this case is di-

rectly on the track back to DC. And this will be the
fourth time.

Wlodychak: Just the fourth time.
Huddleston: And hopefully they will clarify this very is-

sue.
Lindholm: It will be interesting to see how creative law-

yers work these arguments—both the comparison class
argument and the compensatory tax argument—into
non-4-R Act cases and whether courts let them get away
with it.

Houghton: To your point, Doug, haven’t some of the
justices that we think of as being hostile to the dormant
commerce clause themselves in this case sort of utilized
some of the doctrine in the ruling?

Smith: Remember in Wynne, one of the arguments
was you don’t look at the non-residents tax at the
county level. You only need to look at the residents. The
state (and Justice Ginsburg) asserted that a state has
authority to tax 100 percent of their residents. So the
state argued ‘‘don’t look at the thing in the corner—the
non-residents tax. We can tax 100 percent.’’

‘Comptroller v. Wynne’
Rosen: Let’s turn to the Wynne case, Comptroller v.

Wynne.
And you know in that case, it seems to me—and I’ve

spoken with the attorney for the Wynnes—that this is
very similar to other cases that have been brought to the
U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme Court denied cert.
where the question was does the commerce clause’s in-
ternal consistency test apply in the context of individual
income taxes. And that’s the real legal question here. I
don’t think anybody would say that it’s not internally
consistent. The state has already conceded it’s a state
tax, so that seems to be the technical issue before the
court. Comments on that?

Pomp: Yeah after Newfound Camps Owatonna won,
it’s hard to argue you don’t have interstate commerce
here.

Rosen: Well, remember that the Court of Appeals,
New York’s highest court, said the commerce clause
doesn’t apply for a person who commutes to work ev-
ery day from one state to another.

Pomp: I think the Supreme Court is a little higher au-
thority than New Yorkers would like to think.

Rosen: You mean the Empire State’s highest court
does not rule the U.S. Supreme Court? My word, what
an interesting perspective!

Pomp: I know there’s auditors who think that New
York law trumps federal law.

Rosen: That’s what they keep telling me.
Pomp: I know, I’ve heard it, too. If campers are inter-

state commerce, then I think people who cross state
lines to go to work are also interstate commerce.

Rosen: Not only go to work, but if they are in the sec-
ond state or where the S Corporation is operating in the
second state, they are also participating in the com-
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merce in that state, which is partially interstate com-
merce. So commerce is implicated in two different
ways.

Lindholm: It strikes me that at its essence, this is a
choice of entity issue. And it cannot be that the choice
of entity should determine whether commerce clause
protections apply to that income. If the case goes
against the Wynnes, I would truly like to see how the
court finds a way around that issue. I am eagerly await-
ing the decision.

Henchman: You should elaborate a little bit.
Rosen: I think, Doug, you’ll think differently about

this when you are no longer so young and naive. Take,
for example, the Obamacare case, where the court fig-
ured out how to say a tax is not a tax. Another example
is Davis v. Kentucky.

So the Supreme Court is able to weave words into
any conclusion it wishes to.

The state (and Justice Ginsburg) asserted that a

state has authority to tax 100 percent of their

residents. So the state argued ‘‘don’t look at the

thing in the corner—the non-residents tax. We can

tax 100 percent.’’

DIANN SMITH

COUNSEL, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Lindholm: We note in our amicus brief that nearly 95
percent of businesses are pass-through entities that pay
tax through the individual income tax. And the dollar

figure is around 40 percent. Either way you look at it,
the number of entities that would be denied commerce
clause protection if the Wynne case comes down as Joe
Huddleston would like to see it is astonishing. Such a
decision would take us back to the formalism of the
Spector Motor decision that was soundly repudiated in
Complete Auto. Really, for the court to come down with
a substance-over-form decision in this case would be
astonishing to me.

Pomp: But Doug, my boy—you’re not really suggest-
ing that a state could tax a corporation domiciled in that
state on 100 percent of its income, are you?

Lindholm: No, professor—as you teach in your class,
I’m sure, that’s why we have fair apportionment.

Pomp: So there is a choice of entity that could drive
the difference.

Lindholm: No. To reiterate, choice of entity should not
drive that distinction, Professor Pomp—it makes the
distinction entirely artificial.

Pomp: Then the C Corp should be taxed the same as
an individual, and we know that’s not true.

Rosen: Well, it can be, and taxed 100 percent and
given credit for taxes paid to other states, which West
Virginia did for banks, for example.

Pomp: What case could you cite from the U.S. Su-
preme Court that would allow that? A tax on 100 per-
cent of a corporation just because they are domiciled in
your state with a credit.

Lindholm: Let’s start with Complete Auto, which is the
case this court will have to repudiate to hold against the
Wynnes.

Pomp: Complete Auto is a sales tax case. And they
weren’t domiciled in Mississippi.

Wlodychak: There hasn’t been a case yet that has ad-
dressed a specific issue in Wynne. I don’t know of one.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Alabama Department of Revenue v. CSX Transportation Inc., No. 13-533 (2015): The issue before the U.S. Su-
preme Court was whether Alabama discriminates against rail carriers by subjecting them to sales tax on fuel,
while exempting truckers, who are instead subject to a per-gallon excise tax. The U.S. Supreme Court held
that the Eleventh Circuit properly concluded that CSX’s competitors are an appropriate comparison class for
its claim under the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (4R Act), which prohibits
states from imposing other taxes that discriminate against rail carriers. The U.S. Supreme Court also held
that the Eleventh Circuit erred in refusing to consider whether Alabama could justify its decision to exempt
motor carriers from its sales and use tax through its decision to subject motor carriers, such as truckers, to a
fuel excise tax.

Camps Newfound/Owatonna Inc. v. Town of Harrison, 520 U.S. 564 (1997): The U.S. Supreme Court struck
down a Maine statute that gave exemptions for property owned by charitable organizations while excluding
organizations operated principally for the benefit of nonresidents. At issue was a Maine nonprofit corpora-
tion that operated a church camp for children, most of whom were not Maine residents, who only received a
more limited tax benefit. The court noted rules that apply to profit-making enterprises also apply to discrimi-
natory tax exemptions for charitable institutions.

Commerce Clause (Art. I, §8, cl. 3): The commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution provides an express grant
of power to Congress to ‘‘regulate Commerce . . . among the several states.’’

Complete Auto Transit Inc. v. Brady, 430 U.S. 274 (1977), reh’g denied, 430 U.S. 976 (1977): The U.S. Su-
preme Court specified a four-part test to determine whether a state tax was constitutional: the tax must be
applied to an activity that has ‘‘substantial nexus’’ to the state, be fairly apportioned, not discriminate against
interstate commerce and be fairly related to the services provided by the state. Accordingly, a state has ju-
risdiction to impose an income tax on a business entity only if the business entity has activity in the state
sufficient to establish nexus.

Credit for Taxes Paid to Another State: States imposing an individual income tax offer a tax credit to resident
individuals who earn income and pay taxes in another state. The credit is intended to prevent ‘‘double taxa-
tion,’’ where a taxpayer is taxed by two different states for the same income.

Dept. of Revenue of Kentucky v. Davis: The U.S. Supreme court ruled that Kentucky’s state tax law that ex-
empted interest on Kentucky bonds from income taxes while taxing interest on bonds from other states and
political subdivisions was constitutional, reversing the judgment of the lower court. The Supreme Court rea-
soned that because the sale of bonds was a government function motivated by legitimate objectives apart
from economic protectionism, as considered in United Haulers, their exemption from taxation was not a vio-
lation of the dormant commerce clause. Further, the court noted that the nearly uniform nature of the tax
and exemption schemes implemented by other states showed that no state received an impermissible advan-
tage over another.

Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl, No. 13-1032 (2015): Taxpayer filed suit against Colorado in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Colorado, claiming that state notice and reporting requirements for out-of-
state sellers were unconstitutional. The U.S. District Court judge issued a permanent injunction that barred
Colorado from enforcing its use tax reporting law. On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Cir-
cuit remanded the case back to the district court and dismissed Direct Marketing Association’s claims for
lack of jurisdiction under the federal Tax Injunction Act. Subsequently, Direct Marketing Association filed a
writ of certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court contesting the grounds for dismissal. The U.S. Supreme Court
held that the Tax Injunction Act does not bar out-of-state retailers from challenging the Colorado statute at
issue in federal court.

Dormant Commerce Clause: The commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution (Art. 1, §8, c. 3) provides an ex-
press grant of power to Congress to ‘‘regulate Commerce . . . among the several states.’’ The U.S. Supreme
Court has found this language to contain a further, negative command, known as the ‘‘dormant commerce
clause,’’ prohibiting certain state taxation even when Congress has failed to legislate on the subject.

Due Process Clause (Amendment XIV, §1): The due process clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that a
state may not ‘‘deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.’’

General Motors Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U.S. 278 (1997): The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Ohio’s different tax
treatment of sales of gas by domestic utilities subject to regulation and sales of gas by other entities does not
violate the commerce clause or the equal protection clause.
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Leathers v. Medlock, 499 U.S. 439 (1991): The U.S. Supreme Court held that without the intent or effect of
suppressing expression, the First Amendment allows differential taxation of different media and differential
taxation of some members of the same medium. Specifically, the court held that the Arkansas Gross Receipts
Act (GRA) was a generally applicable sales tax, and that its burden on cable television, while exempting the
print media, was content-neutral, not directed at a select few, and not intended to suppress free expression.
The U.S. Supreme Court also held that the First Amendment allows a differential tax burden on some mem-
bers of pay television services, if the tax is not intended to hinder free expression.

Internal Consistency Test: Under the dormant commerce clause, a state tax must be structured so that, if ev-
ery state were to impose an identical tax, interstate commerce would fare no worse than intrastate com-
merce.

Maryland Comp. of the Treas. v. Wynne, No. 13-485 (2015): Howard County, Maryland, resident and his wife
owned stock in Maxim, an S corporation. Maxim’s income is ‘‘passed-through’’ to its owners and the own-
ers are taxed individually. The taxpayer claimed the share of Maxim’s income tax he paid as a credit against
his Maryland individual income tax, which includes state and county taxes. The comptroller determined that
the taxpayer had incorrectly calculated the county tax credit by including taxes paid to other states. On ap-
peal, the Maryland Court of Appeals held that a county tax without a credit violated the commerce clause
because the county tax is not fairly apportioned, since taxpayers who earn income from interstate activities
would be taxed at higher rates than those who only earn income in Maryland. The U.S. Supreme Court up-
held a Maryland Court of Appeals ruling that the state’s personal income tax scheme violated the dormant
commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution because it unfairly discriminated against interstate commerce as
compared to intrastate commerce.

Natl. Bellas Hess Inc. v. Illinois Dept. of Rev., 386 U.S. 753 (1967): The first U.S. Supreme Court case to ad-
dress whether taxable nexus existed where there was adequate transactional nexus, but inadequate presence
nexus. National Bellas Hess’ only connection with Illinois consisted of mail order catalog sales, with mer-
chandise shipped into Illinois (merchandise was also shipped to destinations throughout the United States)
by mail and common carrier. The U.S. Supreme Court held that Illinois could not constitutionally subject the
Missouri seller to an Illinois use tax collection duty on such sales.

Oregon Waste Systems Inc. v. Dept. of Environmental Quality, 114 S. Ct. 1345 (1994): Oregon imposed a fee
for the in–state disposal of waste that was generated outside the State at the rate of $2.25 per ton while im-
posing a fee of only $0.85 per ton for the disposal of waste generated within Oregon. Oregon’s principal de-
fense of the facially discriminatory tax on out–of–state waste was that it was ‘‘a ‘compensatory tax’ neces-
sary to make shippers of such waste pay their ‘fair share’ of the costs on Oregon by the disposal of their
waste in the State.’’ The U.S. Supreme Court rejected this argument and articulated a three-prong inquiry
for determining whether the complementary tax doctrine applies: (1) The state must identify the intrastate
tax burden for which the state is attempting to compensate; (2) The tax on interstate commerce must be
shown roughly to approximate—but not exceed—the amount of the tax on intrastate commerce; and (3) The
events on which the interstate and intrastate taxes are imposed must be ‘‘substantially equivalent,’’ i.e., they
must be sufficiently similar in substance to serve as mutually exclusive proxies for each other. Applying these
criteria to Oregon’s taxing scheme, the U.S. Supreme Court concluded that the complementary tax doctrine
could not be invoked to salvage Oregon’s discriminatory levy on out-of-state waste.

Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298 (1992): The taxpayer, Quill, conducted about $1 million of busi-
ness a year in North Dakota, but had no physical presence there. The court found that Quill had due process
nexus with North Dakota, but not nexus under the commerce clause. The court held that the due process re-
quirement relating to the connection between the taxpayer and the state mandates only a minimal connec-
tion between the two. This minimal connection standard in the context of state taxes is ‘‘comparable’’ to the
standard for in personam jurisdiction. But, for purposes of the commerce clause, the court noted that a
higher ‘‘substantial nexus’’ standard was appropriate because the dormant commerce clause requirements
are meant to ensure that there is no interference with interstate commerce and that multiple taxation is
avoided. The court established a bright-line standard of physical presence for purposes of establishing
whether nexus exists. Many subsequently decided state appellate cases have taken the position that the
‘‘physical presence’’ requirement was meant to apply only to sales and use taxes.

Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (4R Act): U.S. federal law that prohibits various forms of
discriminatory state and local taxation of railroads.

Scripto Inc. v. Carson, 362 U.S. 207 (1960): The U.S. Supreme Court held that 10 independent contractors
‘‘conducting continuous local solicitation in [the state] and forward[ing] the resulting orders . . . ’’ to the tax-
payer created nexus. In Natl. Bellas Hess, the court said Scripto was ‘‘the furthest constitutional reach to
date of a State’s power to deputize an out-of-state retailer as its collection agent for a use tax.’’
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Spector Motor Service, Inc. v. O’Connor, 340 U.S. 602 (1951): Connecticut imposed upon the franchises of
foreign corporations, for the privilege of doing business within the state, a tax computed at a nondiscrimina-
tory rate on the part of the corporation’s net income which was reasonably attributable to its business activi-
ties within the state. The tax was not levied as compensation for the use of the highways or collected in lieu
of an ad valorem property tax. It was also not considered a fee for inspection or a tax on sales or use. The
U.S. Supreme Court held that as applied to a foreign corporation which was engaged exclusively in inter-
state trucking, the tax was invalid under the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution.

Tax Anti-Injunction Act (26 U.S.C. §7421(a)): The TAIA provides that ‘‘[e]xcept as provided in sections
6015(e), 6212(a) and (c), 6213(a), 6225(b), 6246(b), 6330(e)(1), 6331(i), 6672(c), 6694(c), 7426(a) and (b)(1),
7429(b) and 7436, no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any tax shall be main-
tained in any court by any person, whether or not such person is the person against whom such tax was as-
sessed.’’

Tax Injunction Act (28 U.S.C. §1341): The TIA provides that ‘‘[t]he district courts shall not enjoin, suspend or
restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any tax under State law where a plain, speedy and efficient
remedy may be had in the courts of such State.’’

Tyler Pipe Indus. Inc. v. Washington Dept. of Rev., 483 U.S. 232 (1987): The U.S. Supreme Court noted with
approval that the Washington Supreme Court’s statement ‘‘the crucial factor governing nexus is whether the
activities performed in the state on behalf of a taxpayer are significantly associated with the taxpayer’s abil-
ity to establish and maintain a market in this state for sales.’’ However, the high court found that Washing-
ton’s manufacturing tax discriminated against interstate commerce in violation of the commerce clause.
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Click-ThroughNexus
Is Click-Through Nexus a Valid Method for States to
Circumvent ‘Quill’ and Is Federal Legislation Necessary?

‘‘A re click-through nexus provisions the right thing to do?’’ Roundtable participants began the discussion with
a debate on the ethics of remote sales tax legislation.

In the past few years, a number of states have enacted click-through provisions as a way to expand their sales tax
nexus reach. In the absence of a federal framework for sales tax collection by remote vendors, these provisions are
likely to continue to play an important role in the sales tax world.

Click-through provisions are modeled after New York’s ‘‘Amazon law,’’ which was enacted in 2008 and creates a
rebuttable presumption of nexus for out-of-state sellers that compensates state residents for sales made through links
on their websites.

The roundtable participants debated whether click-through nexus laws are simply an attempt by the states to cir-
cumvent the restrictions placed on them by the U.S. Supreme Court in National Bellas Hess and Quill. Some policy
experts noted that these provisions are taxing a fairly obvious presence in the state and the states are not seeking to
reach a different conclusion than Quill. Others disagreed, noting that due to the potential revenue as stake, the states
are constantly pushing the envelope by enacting laws that skirt the line of being constitutional.

Given the obvious commerce clause restrictions on a state’s taxing authority, the participants also discussed how
states could work within the existing constitutional framework when drafting sales tax nexus laws. Several practitio-
ners noted the importance of the Streamlined Sales Tax project as a means of reducing burdens on taxpayers and
administrators.

Due to the seriousness of the problem, the roundtable participants agreed that federal legislation may be required
to fully address this issue.

Rosen: All right. Let’s move on. We all know that a
number of states have enacted legislation over the past
three years or so to expand their sales tax nexus reach.
We have, of course, the click-through nexus statutes.
We have those that focus on affiliations through com-
mon ownership, such as in California. We have a uni-
tary approach in West Virginia. All of these attempts
are states trying to get around restrictions that are
placed on them by the U.S. Supreme Court in National
Bellas Hess and Quill.

Any comments on states’ activity in this area?
Henchman: It’s increased certainly. States that hadn’t

before done anything are considering or are doing it.
I’m certainly seeing it.

Rosen: Is it the right thing to do? One way of looking
at it is that if you have revenue or legislative staff people
looking at the Quill decision and maybe also Scripto
and Tyler Pipe and figuring out a way of using the
court’s exact words as a way to get around what the Su-
preme Court really meant in Quill as a bottom line, you
have what’s called tax planning—inappropriate tax
planning. When somebody looks at the words and plans
around it just to get what is really wanted.

Is that what’s happening here? And is it the right
thing to do?

Cordi: Art, I don’t think that’s the case. First of all, I’m
not sure they knew what was going on here. The states
have been seeking to maximize their collection ability

for a lot longer than three years, and I don’t view click-
through as trying to get around Quill. It seems like
that’s a pretty obvious presence in the taxing state. That
doesn’t suggest, to me, that it’s seeking to reach a dif-
ferent conclusion than Quill.

To me it seems like it is on all fours with Scripto.

You have commission salesmen in the state

promoting sales of the product and getting a fee. I

don’t see that as any different than Scripto.

STEPHEN M. CORDI

DEPUTY CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER AND HEAD OF THE D.C.
OFFICE OF TAX AND REVENUE

Wlodychak: You said obvious in the click-through
nexus realm. I wonder if you can elaborate what you
mean by obvious, because to me it seems like it’s going
beyond that. What we have is six Supreme Court jus-
tices not agreeing to take a case that seems to be in full
force with Quill.

Cordi: To me it seems like it is on all fours with
Scripto. You have commission salesmen in the state
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promoting sales of the product and getting a fee. I don’t
see that as any different than Scripto.

Pomp: Except the statutes aren’t drafted that way, so
they don’t require the solicitation to occur in the state.
In Scripto, the solicitation obviously took place in
Florida. Nothing in the New York statute required that.
But more importantly, New York essentially set up an
irrebutable presumption. As a practical matter, Amazon
would not be able to get the responses it needed from
its associates to rebut the presumption.

Lindholm: It’s interesting to note that if you look back
to the years before Quill, numerous states were adopt-
ing ‘‘anti-Bellas Hess’’ statutes because they felt that so-
ciety and technology had moved beyond the physical
presence requirement outlined in National Bellas Hess.

I think there are a large number of smaller

companies that are not collecting and remitting.

Those that are medium-sized companies, I’ve

got three clients in this category that would

support federal legislation if they had some

guarantee of no retroactive liability.

ARTHUR ROSEN

PARTNER, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Now, I can’t blame states for trying to be aggressive
in this area—whether we call it getting around Quill or
defining a business relationship to deem a physical
presence—there’s a lot of potential revenue at stake. I
can’t blame them, even though I may disagree with
their approach. The only way to get the courts involved
is to continually push the envelope.

Henchman: And then some of these statutes take away
the rebutability.

Lindholm: Like the original Illinois statute, which I be-
lieve has been updated.

Henchman: Is that obviously in line with the Quill deci-
sion, too?

Lindholm: I would say no.
Huddleston: So Doug, how do you suggest the states

should deal with the obvious commerce clause restric-
tions that the court has?

Lindholm: Great question, Joe. I think the states ought
to put a little bit more effort into policing their own vis-

a-vis the Streamlined Sales Tax project. Quill is about
excessive burdens on interstate commerce. I think the
states should redouble their efforts on reducing the bur-
dens on taxpayers and find a way to get more states to
buy into a streamlined sales tax system that’s much
easier for taxpayers and administrators to operate un-
der.

Unfortunately, a number of large states continue to
opt out of the process, and I think that is very discour-
aging for the professionals who are putting in a tremen-
dous effort on the project. Joe, as head of the MTC, I’d
be very pleased to see you exert some sort of additional
pressure on the outlying states, even if it’s only through
moral suasion.

Henchman: If I were a justice, the question I would
have for whatever non-Streamlined state this case
comes out of, say it’s Illinois, for instance, I would ask
Illinois, well why didn’t you join the Streamlined to re-
duce the burdens on your taxpayers. In 1992 we said re-
duce burdens on your taxpayers, and you’re not doing
it. What’s the state’s answer going to be?

Pomp: How serious is this problem today anyway?
The hybrids, the dotcom/brick and mortars, are collect-
ing. Amazon’s new business model is collecting every-
where they have a distribution center. So how serious is
the money on the table today? You practitioners around
the table, what do you see?

Smith: Washington just said the amount they thought
it was. And I can’t remember.

Pomp: I put no weight on a state’s estimate. Just look
at the AG’s one billion dollar estimate in Michigan,
which led to that state’s offensive retroactive legisla-
tion. There is neither the time nor the expertise avail-
able to rebut a state’s estimate.

Smith: It was in the hundreds of millions—it was mas-
sive.

Pomp: Where is it coming from? Who is not collect-
ing? Those on EBay?

Rosen: I think there are a large number of smaller
companies that are not collecting and remitting. Those
that are medium-sized companies, I’ve got three clients
in this category that would support federal legislation if
they had some guarantee of no retroactive liability. So
there’s that fear about past liabilities that’s keeping
some people from supporting it. Maybe some people
think that Justice Kennedy’s comment was an effort to
generate more activity in Congress in this area. And
maybe that’s what he was trying to do—get Congress to
move. His concurrence set forth all of the policy rea-
sons Congress should act. Maybe it will generate that
movement.
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State-by-State Click-Through Nexus Laws

State Effective Date Affiliate Threshold Statute

Arkansas (rebuttable
presumption)

Oct. 24, 2011 More than $10,000 Ark. Code Ann. §26-52-117

California (rebuttable
presumption)

If federal legislation is enacted
by July 31, 2012, then click-
through nexus is effective Jan.
1, 2013. If federal legislation is
not enacted, then A.B. 155 is
effective Sept. 15, 2012.

More than $10,000 (and more
than $1 million in annual
in-state sales)

Cal. Rev. & Tax. §6203(c)

Connecticut (irrebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2011 More than $2,000 Conn. Gen. Stat. §12-
407(a)(12)(L)

Georgia (rebuttable
presumption)

Oct. 1, 2012 More than $50,000 Ga. Stat. Ann. §48-8-2(8)(M)

Illinois (rebuttable
presumption); current statute
enacted after repeal of former
irrebutable presumption upheld
by Performance Mktg. Ass’n v.
Hamer, 998 N.E.2d 54 (Ill.
10/18/2013).

July 1, 2011 More than $10,000 35 ILCS 105/2, 35 ILSC
110/2, as amended by 2014 Ill.
S.B. 352

Kansas (rebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2013 More than $10,000 Kan. Stat. Ann. §79-
3702(h)(2)(C)

Maine (rebuttable presumption) Oct. 9, 2013 More than $10,000 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. §1754-B(1-
A)(C)

Michigan (rebuttable
presumption)

Oct. 1, 2015 More than $10,000 to in-state
purchasers through affiliates
(and more than $50,000 gross
receipts from sales to in-state
purchasers).

Mich. Comp. Laws §205.52b

Minnesota (rebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2013 More than $10,000 Minn. Stat. §297A.66(4a)

Missouri (rebuttable
presumption)

Aug. 28, 2013 More than $10,000 Mo. Rev. Stat. §144.605(2)(e)

Nevada (rebuttable
presumption)

Oct. 1, 2015 More than $10,000 A.B. 380

New Jersey (rebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2014 More than $10,000 N.J. Rev. Stat. §54:32B-
2(i)(1)(C)

New York (rebuttable
presumption)

June 1, 2008 More than $10,000 N.Y. Tax Law §1101(b)(8)(vi)

North Carolina (rebuttable
presumption)

Aug. 7, 2009 More than $10,000 N.C. Gen. Stat. §105-164.8

Pennsylvania Sept. 1, 2012 None specified Pennsylvania Sales Tax Bulletin
No. SUT 2011-01 (Dec. 1,
2011); proposed legislation in
2013 (H.B. 1043)

Rhode Island (rebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2009 More than $5,000 R.I. Gen. Laws §44-18-15

Tennessee (rebuttable
presumption)

July 1, 2015 More than $10,000 2015 Tenn. H.B. 644

Vermont (rebuttable
presumption)

When adopted in 15 other
states

More than $10,000 Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 32,
§9701(9)(I) (H.B. 436)
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Commerce Clause (Art. I, §8, cl. 3): The commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution provides an express grant
of power to Congress to ‘‘regulate Commerce . . . among the several states.’’

Dormant Commerce Clause: The commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution (Art. 1, §8, c. 3) provides an ex-
press grant of power to Congress to ‘‘regulate Commerce . . . among the several states.’’ The U.S. Supreme
Court has found this language to contain a further, negative command, known as the ‘‘dormant commerce
clause,’’ prohibiting certain state taxation even when Congress has failed to legislate on the subject.

Due Process Clause (Amendment XIV, §1): The due process clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that a
state may not ‘‘deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.’’

Natl. Bellas Hess Inc. v. Illinois Dept. of Rev., 386 U.S. 753 (1967): The first U.S. Supreme Court case to ad-
dress whether taxable nexus existed where there was adequate transactional nexus, but inadequate presence
nexus. National Bellas Hess’ only connection with Illinois consisted of mail order catalog sales, with mer-
chandise shipped into Illinois (merchandise was also shipped to destinations throughout the U.S.) by mail
and common carrier. The U.S. Supreme Court held that Illinois could not constitutionally subject the Mis-
souri seller to an Illinois use tax collection duty on such sales.

Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298 (1992): The taxpayer, Quill, conducted about $1 million of busi-
ness a year in North Dakota, but had no physical presence there. The court found that Quill had due process
nexus with North Dakota, but not nexus under the commerce clause. The court held that the due process re-
quirement relating to the connection between the taxpayer and the state mandates only a minimal connec-
tion between the two. This minimal connection standard in the context of state taxes is ‘‘comparable’’ to the
standard for in personam jurisdiction. But, for purposes of the commerce clause, the court noted that a
higher ‘‘substantial nexus’’ standard was appropriate because the dormant commerce clause requirements
are meant to ensure that there is no interference with interstate commerce and that multiple taxation is
avoided. The court established a bright-line standard of physical presence for purposes of establishing
whether nexus exists. Many subsequently decided state appellate cases have taken the position that the
‘‘physical presence’’ requirement was meant to apply only to sales and use taxes.

Scripto Inc. v. Carson, 362 U.S. 207 (1960): The U.S. Supreme Court held that 10 independent contractors
‘‘conducting continuous local solicitation in [the state] and forward[ing] the resulting orders . . . ’’ to the tax-
payer created nexus. In Natl. Bellas Hess, the court said Scripto was ‘‘the furthest constitutional reach to
date of a State’s power to deputize an out-of-state retailer as its collection agent for a use tax.’’

Tyler Pipe Indus. Inc. v. Washington Dept. of Rev., 483 U.S. 232 (1987): The U.S. Supreme Court noted with
approval that the Washington Supreme Court’s statement ‘‘the crucial factor governing nexus is whether the
activities performed in the state on behalf of a taxpayer are significantly associated with the taxpayer’s abil-
ity to establish and maintain a market in this state for sales.’’ However, the high court found that Washing-
ton’s manufacturing tax discriminated against interstate commerce in violation of the commerce clause.
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SalesTaxLegislation
Is the Passage of Federal Sales Tax Bills Being
Thwarted by an Unusual Political Dynamic in Congress?

A strange political dynamic in Congress may hinder the passage of several pieces of important sales tax legisla-
tion. Unlike the traditional Democrat versus Republican battle lines, support for the sales tax legislation is based
on sales tax states against non-sales tax states. Ultimately, dysfunctional Washington politics left roundtable

participants with little hope for the future of these bills, because this type of political opposition may be even more
difficult to overcome.

Many sales tax bills have been introduced in Congress in the last year, including the Marketplace Fairness Act of
2015 (MFA), The Online Sales Simplification Act (OSSA), the Internet Tax Fairness Act (ITFA) and the Remote
Transaction Parity Act (RTPA). But any hope of breaking free of the cycle of stagnation is tied to the proposed per-
manent extension of the ITFA. Even this measure isn’t a sure bet because many in Congress view the bill as a Christ-
mas tree on which they can tack other, more controversial proposals.

The Marketplace Fairness Act of 2015 may have a shot at passage. The measure’s last incarnation was passed by
the Senate before it died in the House. The same fate may await the MFA this year. Some practitioners questioned
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Goodlatte’s (R-VA) support for the MFA given his proposed alternative—the
OSSA. However, the OSSA’s origin-based solution goes against traditional sales tax policy and may face some seri-
ous opposition as a result.

One proposal that may strike the perfect compromise is the RTPA, which was recently unveiled by Rep. Jason
Chaffetz (R-UT). Some participants were hopeful for the RTPA since it offers the same incentives as the MFA, but
has a stronger enforcement mechanism.

Internet Tax Freedom Act
Rosen: That leads us to what’s going on on the Hill in

the area of sales tax legislation. We have the Market-
place Fairness Act, which passed the Senate last Con-
gress. We have the Online Sales Simplification Act,
which has just been drafted, now introduced by Chair-
man Goodlatte, and from Congressman Chaffetz, we
have the Remote Transaction Parity Act.

Does someone want to make some comments on
those, where they are, what’s going to happen?

Henchman: Nothing.
Rosen: Nothing is going to happen?
Henchman: Nothing. Which is unfortunate, because

something does need to happen. But Washington is so
dysfunctional now, and it’s tough to get anything. The
Internet Tax Freedom Act, which I don’t think really
has any opponents, has trouble getting more than a
couple of months’ extension. Getting that out of Con-
gress is enough of a lift. Part of it is because people
view it as a Christmas tree, so they try to hang a bunch
of other stuff onto it, but there’s just a lot of dismay of
getting anything out. It’s certainly something that has
the business community divided to some degree.

Politics of Sales Tax Legislation
Lindholm: The other aspect we need to consider is that

this issue has become highly political. Many consumers

are likely to consider expanded collection duty on re-
mote (Internet) sales to be a tax increase.

Unfortunately, any politician who votes for it would
be concerned that such a vote could be used against
them in the next election. (‘‘You voted to tax the Inter-
net!’’) That’s an education issue that needs to be ad-
dressed before any federal legislation starts to move,
and it’s a very difficult task.

Something does need to happen. But Washington

is so dysfunctional now, and it’s tough to get

anything.

JOSEPH HENCHMAN

VICE PRESIDENT OF LEGAL & STATE PROJECTS, VICE

PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, TAX FOUNDATION

Wlodychak: There’s two points I want to make, too.
One is a mechanical one with respect to Congress act-
ing on this. Number one, what’s fascinating to me is the
committees that have to hear this one. In the House it’s
the judiciary and then in the Senate it’s the finance
committee. My understanding is those two staffs don’t
know each other—those two committees don’t work
with each other. Mechanically it’s very hard, unlike
other tax legislation that Congress hears, for it to get
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through the committees and for them to work on things
together.

Rosen: One comment on the first one: that’s why
people are concerned that if you do get different bills
passed in the two Houses, there’s never been a confer-
ence between those two committees.

Wlodychak: Right. The second one is the politics
against it: who is for it and who opposes it. This isn’t
just Republican and Democrat—it’s sales tax states
against non-sales tax states. I found it fascinating to see
who the opponents were to the legislation. In the last
Congress, Senator Max Baucus and Senator Wyden
from Oregon were vociferous opponents, and they are
both Democrats, so it’s not Republican v. Democrat—
it’s sales tax states against non-sales tax states.

Something that’s interesting is Senator Baucus intro-
ducing his statement into the congressional record: why
should people in Montana collect the tax for other
people in other states? It’s kind of interesting to see the
politics there. It’s not simply Republican and Democrat.
It’s not the dysfunction that’s endemic in Washington
today politically. It’s got a whole different kind of dy-
namic to it, a political dynamic that’s just difficult to
overcome.

This isn’t just Republican and Democrat—it’s sales

tax states against non-sales tax states.

STEVEN N.J. WLODYCHAK

PRINCIPAL, ERNST & YOUNG

Smith: And you also see the sort of disagreement
about who the tax is actually imposed on, which is why
you get the origin proposal. It’s the idea that the tax is
really imposed on the vendor. I think many of us that
are sales tax people think of it as the sales tax is im-
posed on the consumer. The concept of origin doesn’t
really fit in with a transaction-based tax, and that’s
where I think there really has not been a lot of discus-
sion for federal purposes for a federal bill: who the ac-
tual taxpayer is.

Huddleston: Yeah, I think it’s also appropriate to say
what Steve said in that for many, if not most, of these
state-tax-related issues that find their way up onto Capi-
tol Hill, you really can’t draw a political line and say
Democrats are on one side and Republicans are on the
other without regard to what the issue is—they are all
over the board.

Market Place Fairness Act and
Online Sales Simplification Act

Henchman: I don’t disagree with anything that’s been
said, but at least by my count if we actually did have an
up or down vote on the Marketplace Fairness Act I
think it would pass with flying colors in certainly the
Senate and probably the House, too.

Wlodychak: Strong opposition from the New Hamp-
shire delegation.

Henchman: But they don’t have a big caucus in either
House.

So then the question becomes what’s Chairman
Goodlatte’s thinking on this? Because he has proposed
his alternative. I think he’s had one hearing, but cer-
tainly has not made it a top priority. What is his ulti-
mate goal here? Is it to stall? Is it to come up with some-
thing new? Is it to find the right solution in a thoughtful
way? I think you can see evidence for any of those view-
points.

Wlodychak: The origin-based solution goes against 100
years of sales tax policy. It turns it completely on its
head, so it’s kind of interesting to see how we would go
there. I have no idea what the motivation is for doing it
other than trying to build up the debate.

Huddleston: Joe is it true that speaker Boehner has
made some less than supportive comments about mar-
ketplace fairness?

Henchman: I don’t know.

Remote Transactions Parity Act
Rosen: I think what Joe Henchman said about Chair-

man Goodlatte could also be said about what’s going to
happen with Speaker Boehner. I think those are the two
key players here obviously. I would suggest it would
pay to really focus a little bit more on the Remote
Transactions Parity Act—that’s Congressman Chaf-
fetz’s bill—because that bill adds additional simplifica-
tion requirements and tries to make sure there’s no cost
on vendors or sellers who collect and remit. It provides
a federal court to hear disputes under the law, if it be-
came law. And what I find most significant, it not only
has the carrot that Marketplace Fairness has—but it
also has the stick. It preempts state legislation such as
those we have talked about today and would allow col-
lection from remote sellers only pursuant to that bill.

So really the economy coerces states into joining this
system. And you couldn’t have, as a practical matter,
the larger states refusing to play the game. So I think
people should pay some more attention to what’s going
on in that bill.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Internet Tax Freedom Act (ITFA): Enacted by Congress on Oct. 21, 1998, to prohibit states and local govern-
ments from imposing any tax on Internet access, unless such tax was ‘‘generally imposed and actually en-
forced prior to October 1, 1998.’’ The ITFA has been extended several times and the current Internet access
tax ban is set to expire on Oct. 1, 2015.

Marketplace Fairness Act of 2015, (S. 698), introduced March 10, 2015: Proposed federal legislation that would
authorize member states of the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement, as well as other qualifying states,
to require out-of-state retailers to collect and remit sales and use tax on sales into their state. The 2015 bill
follows a 2013 iteration that stagnated in the House of Representatives in 2014, and is an attempt to reform
the physical presence nexus standard articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in its 1992 Quill decision. The
physical presence standard is now considered outdated by many state and local jurisdictions challenged with
enforcement of use tax remittance.

Online Sales Simplification Act of 2015 (OSSA): On Jan. 13, 2015, House Judiciary Chair Goodlatte (R-VA) re-
leased a discussion draft of OSSA. The draft outlines a framework for the collection of sales, use or similar
tax on remote sales of products and services. Unlike the Marketplace Fairness Act, the OSSA adopts an
origin-based imposition of tax along with the creation of a commission to oversee a distribution agreement
that addresses how tax is collected and distributed among party states.

Remote Transactions Parity Act (RTPA), (H.R. 2775), introduced June 15, 2015: Rep. Jason Chaffetz’s(R-UT)
bill, the RTPA, addresses the Internet sales tax issue using the structure of the Marketplace Fairness Act
MFA, which passed the Senate in 2013 and was re-introduced earlier this year. Although the RTPA retains
the structural framework of the MFA, it adds protections for remote sellers making sales of $10 million or
less and certified software providers.

Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement ratified in 2002: This multistate agreement is meant to simplify and
modernize sales and use tax administration in the member states in order to substantially reduce the burden
of tax compliance.
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IncomeTaxLegislation
Is the Lack of Federal Law Keeping the World’s Most
Advanced Economy From Solving the Nexus Question?

W hen states’ rights are in the balance, Congress often overlooks its responsibility to look after the national
economy—this is in part why there is a lack of federal intervention in state tax matters, roundtable partici-
pants concluded.

With the disappearance of traditional borders, a large portion of the workforce commutes across state lines for
work. There is growing need to address a standard across states for requirements regarding tax filing and tax with-
holding for employees working temporarily in another state.

Douglas Lindholm, President and Executive Director of the Council on State Taxation (COST) commented that
despite having one of the most advanced economies in the world, companies do not know what amount of activity
will trigger nexus. Roundtable experts agreed that in the interest of administrative efficiency, Congress should come
up with a uniform rule.

The Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act, currently pending before Congress, may offer a solu-
tion. However, roundtable participants had serious doubts as to whether Congress will take action, especially given
the lack of understanding of state tax issues on the Hill.

One state tax expert noted that Congressional staffers’ first reactions are to ask their state tax commissioners for
advice. However, the tax commissioners often represent the parochial interests of their own state and do not take
what may be best for the national economy into question.

Rosen: Okay. In the income tax nexus area, we’ve got
a couple of things that Congress has been looking at for
quite a while. Doug, do you want to talk about those?

Lindholm: I don’t think that the Mobile Workforce leg-
islation is a nexus bill, but I’m happy to discuss why I
think we need federal legislation on certain state tax is-
sues in the first place. Any time we at COST go before
Congress representing taxpayers, we always get push-
back from policy makers and states arguing that the
states can and should address the issues themselves.
And in fact, that’s the genesis for the formation of the
Multistate Tax Commission and COST—to try and cre-
ate a better tax system at the subnational level. But the
current state of our subnational tax system indicates
that approach is not really working.

I have no interest in eliminating the advantages of
our federalist system, that is, where states can act as
laboratories and are free to emulate or reject what
works or doesn’t work in other states. But there are cer-
tain issues where it is patently obvious that true unifor-
mity can be helpful to both taxpayers and states, but the
only way to get true uniformity is through federal legis-
lation.

There are certain issues where it is patently

obvious that true uniformity can be helpful to both

taxpayers and states, but the only way to get

true uniformity is through federal legislation.

DOUGLAS LINDHOLM

PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COST

I want to highlight three areas where this is true. The
first is thresholds. When does a company trigger a fil-
ing or payment obligation when it enters into a state?
That’s the classic nexus question. We have the most ad-
vanced economy in the world, and companies still don’t
know what amount of activity will trigger nexus. Only
Congress can come up with a single rule.
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The second is administrative efficiency. Why should
we have 50 different sets of administrative procedures
and laws for taxpayers operating in a single economy?
The classic example here is the effort to establish a
common set of definitions and procedures under the
Streamlined Sales Tax Project. As you’re well aware,
voluntary participation has stalled, and the only way to
ensure uniformity is through federal legislation.

The third area concerns what I call ‘‘externalities,’’—
that is, if a state statute impacts actors outside of the
state. The classic example here when a company’s em-
ployees travel to other states, why should we impose 50
different sets of confusing statutes and regulations re-
garding withholding and filing obligations for those
nonresident workers? There’s very little downside in
having all states conform to the same rule, but there’s a
tremendous upside in the compliance efficiencies to be
gained by our economy. The Mobile Workforce State
Income Tax Simplification Act, currently pending be-
fore Congress, would fix that issue. To reiterate, if we
take a measured approach to federal legislation in these
areas and focus on economic efficiency and pragmatic
solutions, we could make great improvements in our
state tax system without unduly trampling on states’
rights.

Rosen: Whenever you use the term states’ rights, I al-
ways think about the commerce clause. We talk about
interstate commerce being protected, and that out-
weighs state interests. That’s why the Constitution was
adopted over the Articles of Confederation. So it’s no
question that Congress has the responsibility of making
sure we don’t have each state caring about its own fis-
cal condition at the expense of the nation as a whole.

Wlodychak: Art, along those lines, we have interna-
tional treaties with foreign countries that put down di-
rectly what permanent establishment is, and those stan-
dards are uniform around the world. We can’t even

have that in this country. And if you ask me I always
thought of the U.S. Constitution as if it were a tax treaty
among the states. Why can’t we get that standard?

Rosen: Number one, it was a treaty. It was a treaty
among independent governments. And two, what I
learned in this area is that it’s not the U.S. treaties that
have a permanent establishment concept, but every tax
treaty in the world has permanent establishment provi-
sion. We’ve had two foreign governments already say-
ing that they want to start taxing American businesses
because they have customers in our countries—just like
the states are doing, so it’s a real concern.

But I’m not sure anything is really going to happen
there with Congress being stalled.

Lindholm: And that raises an interesting question:
Why wouldn’t Congress act in some of these areas? Un-
fortunately, we have found that in the state tax arena
there’s an interesting dynamic. When we go up on the
Hill and talk to staffers about complex state tax issues,
there’s not a great deal of understanding. As a result,
the staffers’ first reaction is to check with the tax com-
missioner of the state they represent. That tax commis-
sioner, however, is elected or appointed to represent
the parochial interests of his or her own state, so they
will respond in that capacity and not out of consider-
ation for what might be best for our economy as a
whole. Indeed, it is Congress who has the duty to look
after our national economy, and they often overlook
that responsibility where states’ rights are in the bal-
ance.

Henchman: It’s not just Congress that is compelled by
that. The Supreme Court sometimes—when we’ve got
all 50 states writing a brief together—finds that convinc-
ing, even if it’s a mutual self-interest thing to the detri-
ment of the taxpayer.

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act of 2015, (H.R. 2315), Introduced on Feb. 5, 2015: This bill
would set a 30-day withholding threshold for nonresident employees.
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MTCCompactLitigation
After Taxpayers Win in Michigan Apportionment Election Case,
Will Upcoming California Decision Be a Close Shave for States?

T he decision for the taxpayer in IBM from the Michigan Supreme Court in 2015 may be a harbinger on the other
state appellate courts’ interpretation on the availability of the Multistate Tax Compact’s three-factor apportion-
ment election. This may not bode well for California in the ongoing Gillette litigation before the California Su-

preme Court.

In Gillette, California was a signatory to the Multistate Tax Compact, which includes a provision that requires
member states to offer taxpayers the option of using an equally weighted three-factor apportionment formula, or the
state’s alternative formula. Following California’s adoption of a double-weighted sales factor in 1993, Gillette elected
to use the compact’s three-factor formula instead. The California Franchise Tax Board claimed that the compact was
superseded by the state’s 1993 law change. The California Court of Appeal held for the taxpayer, Gillette, noting that
California is bound by the compact provisions, unless it chooses to withdraw from the compact.

The Gillette case in particular will be interesting to follow since it is currently before the California Supreme Court.
An affirmation of this decision by the California Supreme Court could have serious implications for the future of the
compact. In the balance hangs the future of not only state tax compacts, but the validity and enforceability of all ex-
isting interstate compacts.

In IBM, the court primarily looked at the issue of repeal by implication, holding that IBM was entitled to use the
compact’s elective three-factor apportionment formula to calculate its 2008 Michigan Business Tax Liability.

One of the major issues raised by the IBM litigation is the question of retroactivity. Roundtable participants ex-
pressed concerns that the retroactive repeal amounted to a future legislature binding a past legislature with its ac-
tions. As a result, the current legislature’s actions affect state laws during a period when another legislature should
have been ruling the state. This issue is inherent in retroactive legislation of any kind and may potentially be prob-
lematic.

Part of the problem is Michigan has no explicit provisions that limit the retroactive repeal period. For example, in
California, where the Gillette compact litigation is taking place, there is a provision that limits the retroactive repeal
period to one year. Therefore, the constitutional issues surrounding retroactivity do not arise. The issue of retroac-
tive legislation may be revisited by the U.S. Supreme Court, if the court accepts a petition by the taxpayers in the In
re Estate of Hambleton and MacBride v. Washington case in Washington state. In Hambleton the legislative and ju-
dicial branches found that an eight-year retroactive tax amendment did not run afoul of the due process clause.

As both taxpayers and states await further judicial guidance on the compact litigation and the constitutionality of
retroactive legislation, they will be watching the Gillette case in California, the Graphic Packaging case in Texas and
the Kimberly-Clark case in Minnesota closely.

Ongoing Litigation
Rosen: Let’s turn to apportionment allocation and dis-

cuss developments in that very active area.

Joe, do you want to talk about the compact cases go-
ing on in several states today?

Huddleston: Sure. Since the Gillette decision in Califor-
nia at the Court of Appeals which is now before the
California Supreme Court, there have been a number of
cases filed in Texas, Oregon, Minnesota and Michigan.
Michigan has the cases which are furthest along and
have certainly caused their fair share of confusion.
They have raised a number of other issues which will
carry on in the courts of Michigan and the U.S. courts
for years to come, I suspect.

The case that has been most recently decided on this
was the IBM decision in Michigan. The other cases are
still pending—the Oregon case has been argued at the
tax court level, and we’re awaiting a ruling there.

The Minnesota cases have been argued before the
Court of Appeals in Minnesota, with all three judges sit-
ting. The Texas case has been heard at the trial level
and was ruled in favor of the state on summary judge-
ment motions, but that is currently on appeal for next
month.

The Michigan case is the one which has actually
gone through the Michigan Supreme Court and has had
a variety of different discussions, but when it reached
the Michigan Supreme Court, the court looked primar-
ily at the issue of repeal by implication. In pretty clear
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language, I believe, the court said that both the Michi-
gan statute and the history of litigation in Michigan
didn’t allow for this type of repeal by implication. This
was a plurality decision, a 3-1-3 decision in the Michi-
gan Supreme Court.

I believe that the three judges in the plurality, the
concurring justice and the three judges that ruled or
wrote their dissenting opinions, in one fashion or an-
other, all address the compact issue, but at the end of
the day—and we’ll talk about that further, I’m sure—the
IBM decision was ruled in favor of the taxpayer on what
I believe was essentially state statutory grounds and
didn’t really address the compact issue, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the concurring opinion and the dissent-
ing opinions all spent most of their discussion talking
about the compact issues.

Since then there’s been a variety of things happening
in Michigan, not the least of which was that under the
facts of the case there appeared to be a window of time
in which the compact had not been repealed in Michi-
gan, and that the election was available to the taxpayer.
That was the period of time in which IBM had at-
tempted to take the election and then filed a refund
claim in Michigan.

Since that time, there were petitions for rehearing. It
got back before the legislature while a petition for re-
hearing was still pending, the legislature then acted on
the issue and went back and retroactively repealed the
compact statute provisions, effectively closing the win-
dow that had been open in IBM.

In Michigan, originally one of the arguments was

that there was no binding compact because

legislature can’t bind future legislatures. Now we

have a retroactive repeal in which a future

legislature has bound past legislatures. I just can’t

get my hands around that.

DIANN SMITH

COUNSEL, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Since then, a number of cases have come back up
through the Court of Claims. Hearing these cases, the
court has now ruled on the compact issue, contract is-
sues and other issues relative to this case and has basi-
cally thrown the taxpayer out of court, saying that
based on the activities and actions of the legislature in
the retroactive repeal that everybody was then covered
under this and there was no window available. Even
with the most recent decision, the Emco Enterprises de-
cision ultimately addressing the IBM window. So every-
body right now is in the petition for rehearing or ap-
pealing these rulings because as it stands right now, the
taxpayer is out in Michigan.

Retroactivity
Smith: Joe, let me ask you something that I have never

completely understood about this. In Michigan, origi-
nally one of the arguments was that there was no bind-

ing compact because legislature can’t bind future legis-
latures. Now we have a retroactive repeal in which a fu-
ture legislature has bound past legislatures. I just can’t
get my hands around that.

Huddleston: I don’t think anybody is saying that future
legislatures can’t overturn or undo what past legisla-
tures have done.

Rosen: While they are in office, but Diann is saying
something I have never thought of. That’s very interest-
ing. They are affecting the law of the land of the state
during a period when another legislature was supposed
to be ruling that state. Interesting.

Lindholm: It’s the problem inherent in retroactive leg-
islation of any kind, frankly.

Wlodychak: The lack of certainty for taxpayers as to
what they’re supposed to do and predictability. But if
you take a look at what’s going on in Michigan and
some of the precedence in that state, it seems that the
legislature can go back and repeal as far back as they
want. That’s not the case in every state, and you have to
look at every state’s protections.

If we go to California, for example, there’s an explicit
provision that says you can only go back one year in
their Constitution. That apparently doesn’t exist in
Michigan, so therefore Michigan decided to go back.

Lindholm: That’s the U.S. v. Carlton case, where the
Supreme Court has said a year is about the maximum
period of retroactivity the court would like to see. What
bears examination is that some of the recent cases are
far in excess of that one. The Puerto Rico case (Triple-S
v. CRIM) and the G.M. case have not been taken up by
the Supreme Court, and I think it’s attributable to the
fact that they were refund cases. Plaintiffs were seeking
refunds under a retroactive statute instead of imposi-
tion of a tax burden, but it’s still inappropriately retro-
active. Any differences between refunds under a retro-
active statute and payments under a retroactive statute
should be accounted for by levying a market rate of in-
terest to account for who held the money during the dis-
puted period. Who holds the money should not factor
into the question of whether the time period for retro-
activity is constitutional.

Huddleston: Michigan does have a couple of cases on
point here that seem to indicate that they can do this
retroactively.

Rosen: The automotive companies’ use tax cases. Isn’t
one of the Carlton criteria reliance? I thought it was, so
a reliance and refund case is hard to prove.

Smith: No it’s not necessarily hard to prove. A tax-
payer could say ‘‘I’m not sure what the rule is. I think
it’s this, but I’m going to pay and then file a refund
claim.’’ Because you want to protect yourself, you do a
refund claim.

Pomp: But there is at least the appearance, what kind
of reliance interest you have. You went ahead and paid
it. You didn’t even think of this until some accounting
firm told you.

Houghton: That was voluntary payment.
Rosen: Would you see this as such a big issue that the

U.S. Supreme Court might rule on the retroactivity is-
sue in the context of retroactive repeal of the compact
by the state?

Pomp: The court has denied cert in even more egre-
gious cases. The fact that it’s a compact adds an inter-
esting wrinkle for votes for cert, but it’s not the most
egregious. We’ve seen what, 14?

Lindholm: Fourteen in Puerto Rico in Triple-S v. CRIM.
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Pomp: Carlson is different because everyone knew it
was a drafting error. There’s no drafting error here. You
would say there is, Joe?

Huddleston: It’s not a matter of what I say; it’s a matter
of what the legislature in Michigan has ultimately said,
right? And they said that they clearly felt like they
meant to do this and now they are having to go back.

Lindholm: But the State of Michigan was actively in-
volved in the MTC during the period of retroactivity—
they paid dues, they actually had an officer in the MTC,
they voted on the state’s behalf in MTC matters. How

can the legislature go back and say they never really
meant to do all that and still keep a straight face?

Rosen: And they get a refund of all of the dues they
paid. As a taxpayer, I would bring the suit. I want my
state to get its dues back if it wasn’t a member for all of
those years.

Wlodychak: How about all of the audits we have done
of Michigan taxpayers?

Rosen: That’s a real issue. I was kidding about the
dues, but that’s a good point.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

EMCO Enterprises Inc. v. Mich. Dept. of Treas., No. 03-14-00197-cv (Tex. App. 2015): EMCO Enterprises, Inc.
brought a refund action asserting that it was entitled to reduce its 2005 to 2007 Michigan Single Business
Tax (SBT) liability by electing to apportion its income using an equally weighed three-factor apportionment
formula under the Multistate Tax Compact rather than the apportionment formula mandated under the SBT.
The court noted that an interstate compact not approved by Congress, such as the Multistate Tax Compact,
can either be a binding interstate compact or merely an advisory compact. The court held that the compact
lacked the three ‘‘classic indicia’’ of a binding interstate compact and is therefore more properly character-
ized as a nonbinding advisory compact. As a result, the court found that the taxpayer was required to use the
apportionment formulas mandated under the SBT for the tax years in question and was not entitled to elect
a different apportionment formula under the Multistate Tax Compact.

General Motors Corp. v. Michigan Dept. of Treasury., 290 Mich. App. 355, 803 N.W.2d 698 (2010), appeal de-
nied, 489 Mich. 991, 800 N.W.2d 436 (2011), cert. denied, 132 S. Ct. 1143, 181 L. Ed. 2d 1018 (2012): General
Motors (GM) challenged the Michigan Legislature’s retroactive amendment of the state’s use tax statutes.
GM personnel were required to drive inventory vehicles to assist in marketing, testing, research and design.
The test vehicles were held by GM in its general inventory for resale and later sold to consumers. The Michi-
gan Department of Treasury, through audit enforcement, required GM to self-assess use tax on the vehicles.
GM then filed refund claims for the use tax paid. The Michigan Court of Claims found the 11-year period of
retroactivity that applied to GM violated GM’s due process rights because the period was not modest. The
Michigan Department of Treasury appealed. The Michigan Court of Appeals found that based on the facts
and circumstances of the case, the retroactive period was warranted.

Gillette Co. v. California Franch. Tax Bd.., 147 Cal. Rptr. 3d 603 (Cal. Ct. App. 2012), appeal docketed, No.
S206587 (Cal. Jan. 16, 2013): The California Court of Appeals ruled that the Multistate Tax Compact is a valid
compact binding California to its apportionment election provision because California did not repeal and
withdraw from the compact in 1993. The Multistate Tax Compact obligates member states to allow taxpay-
ers to apportion multistate income using the three-factor formula in the compact, or the state’s own alterna-
tive apportionment formula. California enacted the Multistate Tax Compact in 1973, and the compact’s for-
mula supersedes the formula enacted in California in 1993 requiring taxpayers to apportion income based on
a double-weighted sales factor.

Graphic Packaging Corp. v. Hegar, No. 03-14-00197-cv (Tex. App. 2015): The Texas Tax Code provides two
methods for a multijurisdictional business to apportion income: (1) the default single-receipts factor method,
contained in Chapter 171, and (2) the election method under the Multistate Tax Compact. Graphic Packag-
ing’s use of the Compact formula was challenged by the state. The court must now decide whether the Com-
pact applies to the franchise tax under the Compact’s broad definition of what constitutes an income tax and
whether the Texas Legislature, by enacting its own apportionment method in §171.106(a), implicitly repealed
the compact election.

IBM v. Michigan Dept. of Treas., No. 306618 (Mich. Ct. App. 2012), appeal docketed, 832 N.W.2d 388 (Mich.
July 3, 2013): The Michigan Court of Appeals held that the Michigan Business Tax Act repealed the com-
pact’s election provision by implication and affirmed the lower court’s ruling that IBM was required to com-
pute its tax liability pursuant to the Michigan Business Tax Act.

IBM v. Michigan Dept. of Treas., No. 146440 (Mich. 2014): The Michigan Supreme Court held that IBM was
entitled to use the compact’s three-factor formula for apportioning business income when it filed its 2008
taxes, and wasn’t required to use the sales-weighted formula contained in the Michigan Business Tax. The
court said the compact has remained in effect even as the Michigan Legislature has repealed and replaced
business tax statutes without expressly repealing the compact. The Michigan Business Tax Act includes a
single sales factor apportionment formula. The court held the compact should take precedence over state law
if multistate companies elect to use its three-factor apportionment formula.

Kimberly-Clark v. Commissioner, No. 08670 (Mn. Ct. App. 2015): Kimberly-Clark filed a Notice of Appeal with
the Minnesota Tax Court in 2013 requesting a refund of corporate franchise taxes based on its election to
apportion income under an equally weighted three-factor formula pursuant to the Multistate Tax Compact as
codified under Minnesota statute. The Minnesota Commissioner of Revenue filed its Return and Answer to
the Notice of Appeal in 2014, setting forth seven affirmative defenses. Oral arguments were held before the
Minnesota Tax Court on March 19, 2015. A decision is still pending.
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MTC Multistate Tax Compact, Art. III, §1: Provides, in pertinent part, that ‘‘[a]ny taxpayer subject to an income
tax whose income is subject to apportionment and allocation for tax purposes pursuant to the laws of a party
State or pursuant to the laws of subdivisions in two or more party States may elect to apportion and allocate
his income in the manner provided by the laws of such States or by the laws of such States and subdivisions
without reference to this compact, or may elect to apportion and allocate in accordance with Article IV.’’

MTC Multistate Tax Compact, Art. IV, §9: Provides that ‘‘[a]ll business income shall be apportioned to this State
by multiplying the income by a fraction the numerator of which is the property factor plus the payroll factor
plus the sales factor and the denominator of which is three.’’

Triple-S Management et al. v. Municipal Revenue Collection Center (CRIM), 130 S.Ct. 3498 (Puerto Rico 2010):
Triple-S was incorporated as a for-profit entity in 1959 to provide low cost medical insurance. It was still al-
lowed by the Puerto Rice Treasury to obtain tax-exempt status as a non-profit entity. After several reviews
affirming its non-profit status, in 2003, the treasury prospectively denied non-profit status. CRIM took over
the administration of the property tax from the Treasury and refused to apply status changes prospectively
only; CRIM assessed property taxes retroactively for 15 years. The court held that retroactive imposition of
property tax was not a violation of the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution.

United States v. Carlton, 512 U.S. 26 (1994): The U.S. Supreme Court held that an amendment limiting the
applicability of an estate tax deduction retroactively fourteen months to the enactment of the provision was
permissible under the Constitution.
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CompactAmendments
Do Some of the Multistate Tax Commission’s Compact
Revisions Raise More Questions Than They Answer?

T he Multistate Tax Commission has made some major changes to the compact in the past few years, including
adopting changes to Sections 17 and 18, dealing with allocation and apportionment, and sourcing. However, the
participants noted, the sourcing provisions raise a new set of questions that will need to be answered in the com-

ing years.

The need for revisions to Article IV of the compact were first addressed in 2009, but the draft amendments were
not approved for public comment until December 2012. A little over a year later, the Executive Committee approved
the recommended amendments voted on by the member states.

The Multistate Tax Compact member states voted to adopt market-based sourcing provisions and other long-
awaited revisions to the compact in an annual business meeting on July 30, 2014 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The amendments, which passed with an 81 percent vote and without opposition by those present, change UDIT-
PA’s apportionment and sourcing provisions by:

s moving from cost-of-performance to market-based sourcing for services and intangibles;
s giving states the option to choose their own factor weighting, but including a recommendation that states

double-weight the sales factor;
s expanding the definition and scope of ‘‘business income’’ to all income that is apportionable under the U.S.

Constitution; and
s narrowing the definition of sales to exclude hedging transactions and treasury receipts from the sales factor.

In the coming months, the final key components of these provisions will go before the commission for final ap-
proval. Roundtable participants expect the provisions to be approved by the MTC. Then, each member state will have
to either accept or reject the proposals since the compact is advisory and adoption is not mandatory.

The Roundtable participants also discussed the MTC’s project for sourcing receipts from the provisions of services
under market-based sourcing statutes.

In recent years, an increasing number of states have moved towards a single-sales factor apportionment formula.
The adoption of market-based sourcing has complemented this trend.

Participants noted that there is a lack of guidance in this area—particularly with regard to how states define the
‘‘market.’’

While some states define the market as where the benefit of a service is delivered or received, or where the intan-
gible is used, other states look at where the customer’s billing address is located.

Additionally, some states have adopted look-through provisions that further complicate the definition of the ‘‘mar-
ket.’’ Look-through provisions require taxpayers to consider whom the ultimate customer or beneficiary is when
sourcing receipts.

However, looking at the ‘‘customer’s customer’’ can be problematic for taxpayers, and the panelists debated the
extent to which taxpayers needed to look through to whom the ultimate customer is when sourcing receipts from
services and intangibles. This is further complicated by the fact that the taxpayer does not necessarily know who the
end customer is, said one participant. In other cases, the transaction is not as simple as one entity simply selling to
another. The relationship between the entities is what makes look-through provisions complicated, noted Hud-
dleston.

Even if the taxpayer is able to determine who the end user or beneficiary is, the participants agreed that look-
through provisions may still not be the best approach to sourcing.
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Section 18
Rosen: Staying with MTC developments, let’s talk

about some compact amendments. Rick do you want to
talk about those?

Pomp: There’s sort of a disgruntling aspect of what
occurred, Joe. All the attention of the Executive Com-
mittee was focused on Section 18. There were lots of
other proposals, and I don’t know if people just ran out
of energy, or time. There’s clearly errors that are in
UDIPTA, for example, referring to ‘‘allocating gross re-
ceipts.’’ We don’t allocate gross receipts—we allocate
income. There were some obvious things that I thought
would have been easy for the Executive Committee to
have done, but you’re closer to this than I am, Joe. Is it
true that everyone was spent and exhausted after the
discussion on Section 18?

Huddleston: To some extent that might have been true,
but you know, you were the hearing officer on these
sections. I felt a great deal of confidence that the detail
had been focused on intensely, since the vast majority
of your recommendations were, in fact, adopted.

Pomp: I’m pleased and I’m proud of you folks, and I’m
proud of your vote of confidence in me.

I want everyone to know Joe gave me absolutely no
marching orders. He said you call it the way you see it
and I think that’s to Joe’s credit—it’s the first time Joe
has ever reached out to an outsider as a hearing officer.
I appreciate that.

Rosen: What do you expect to happen next?
Huddleston: Well, the final key components of this will

go before the commission in July for final approval.
Pomp: And you assume it will be approved?
Huddleston: I assume it will be. That doesn’t mean it

will be.
Pomp: Right.
Wlodychak: And then just to be procedurally accurate,

once it’s approved by the MTC, each one of the states
still has to adopt it.

Huddleston: That’s right—it’s merely a model that the
states either accept or reject on their own. As we well
know, the compact resides as an advisory compact for
state action.

Adoption of Market-Based Sourcing
Rosen: Let’s move on to the MTC’s project for sourc-

ing receipts from provision of services under market
sourcing statutes. Diann?

Smith: First of all, I wanted to give sort of a callout to
Michael Vitali in Massachusetts. He’s really an aston-
ishing thought leader in this area. You might not always
agree with what he says, but he’s really thought
through a lot of the issues that are here. Secondly, and
what I would like people here to discuss, because it’s
been something that I’ve thought a lot about ever since
the MTC did their special apportionment rules for tele-
com, is the concept of looking through. We see this cer-
tainly in the Massachusetts regs, and we see this com-
ing up very importantly in the MTC discussion of sourc-
ing for certain types of services, certainly for
intangibles. To what extent do you look through to
whom the ultimate consumer is for purposes of some-
one that’s selling something that’s not to the ultimate
consumer?

Houghton: In regard to that question, must a state
that’s adopting market sourcing give you the guidance?

It feels like this has been an open question in many con-
texts, historically and now as more states are moving
toward market sourcing issues.

Smith: One of the things I worry about is are we just
moving toward a population-based sourcing for ser-
vices and intangibles—that it becomes too difficult to
determine where something is received, where some-
thing is delivered and where the intangible is used, so
let’s just do it based on population. I think that that
would be a mistake and would really distort the original
reasons for having a sales factor.

Rosen: Well I think there are two different areas.
Where a marketing intangible is used, I can see some
justification for that. But looking through to a custom-
er’s customer in other scenarios seems to be perhaps so
arbitrary you’re going to fail due process requirements.

We need to be careful not to get away from the

purpose of apportionment. Apportionment should

be a rough proxy for the corporation’s presence,

and not just a rough proxy of where the

corporation’s customers are.

DOUGLAS LINDHOLM

PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COST

Houghton: Are you getting to issues like foreseeability
of market penetration?

Rosen: No, not foreseeability. This is just that rational-
ity is required.

Lindholm: We need to be careful not to get away from
the purpose of apportionment. Apportionment should
be a rough proxy for the corporation’s presence, and
not just a rough proxy of where the corporation’s cus-
tomers are.

Rosen: Because the customer, assuming it’s a busi-
ness customer, is going to have its own operation, its
own tax liability for the value it’s adding to the transac-
tion. You’re exactly right. So there’s a very good argu-
ment I think Ohio might have on its hands due to its
regulations. I think perhaps some of Washington
State’s regulations look through to a customer’s cus-
tomer. I’m beginning to think that that probably will not
withstand due process scrutiny.

Huddleston: I think Diann makes a very good point.
The customer’s customer concept is troubling, but it’s
not often as easy as just one entity selling to another en-
tity selling to another entity. It’s the interrelationship
that oftentimes makes this a complex question, and I’m
not sure we have a good answer for it yet. There’s a lot
more discussion that needs to take place. I’m just say-
ing that this is a complicated question.

Rosen: As to relationships, I think if there is some
privity between the ultimate consumer and the first
seller, I am able to understand your point. But when
there’s no privity at all between the ultimate customer
and the initial seller, I’ve got real problems with that ap-
proach.

Pomp: And you know what, Art? The states aren’t go-
ing to embrace a population approach anymore when
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India and China will be in the denominator of the frac-
tion.

Smith: MTC has spent the last at least two, possibly
three, weeks discussing this foreign sales concept of the
look through and trying to figure out ways to more ap-
propriately try to consider it. They are putting much
more of the burden certainly on the taxpayer to say, you
can’t just say India—you have to say what the actual lo-
cations are if you’re going to use some type of interna-
tional element in your denominator.

Huddleston: And the whole look-through concept is
something we began to start talking about as we talked
about Section 17 in the different components there.

I think the idea is that states are saying that if you

want to exploit our market, you must pay a toll

charge. This, of course, is directly antithetical to

the commerce clause in the Constitution.

ARTHUR ROSEN

PARTNER, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Pomp: Well, I have a case right now involving a look-
through situation, but with tangible property. It’s a sale
to a distributor in a peculiar industry where the manu-
facturer knows where the customer of the customer is.
It’s a transshipment—I give you my product, and you
transship on my behalf. I’ll pay you for transshipping on
my behalf. Why can’t I use the customer of my cus-
tomer? It’s a look-through situation, not so different
from a dock sale in concept.

Smith: That’s such an important question because one
of the reasons we’ve seen states start going toward mar-
ket sourcing for services and intangibles is because
they say they want to put it on the same rule as it has
always been for tangible property, and yet you don’t see
the same question come up with tangible property.
Okay, I’m going to sell somewhere and it ends up in
somebody’s warehouse. That customer then sends the
property to some other store somewhere. The states
generally aren’t saying, let’s look through where that
tangible property ends up.

Pomp: Well usually the vendor doesn’t know, but
there are situations where I know very well. And, in
fact, I tell you this is where it’s going to end up and you
understand that. And Diann, I’m just curious. The intel-
lectual defense of market-based sourcing is having a
parallel to Section 16, but isn’t it really just being driven
by the single sales factor? If you’re going to have single-

factor sales for economic development purposes,
market-based sourcing goes hand in hand with that.

So what was really the driving force? What is the
driving force for market-based sourcing? Is it an eco-
nomic development single factor?

Driving Force Behind
Market-Based Sourcing

Smith: I think we saw Illinois criticized when initially
they went to some single factor but still kept cost of per-
formance, and so there’s certainly that question. I think
really more than anything it’s the states that have the
ultimate customers that say, this really should be here.
They want something in their numerator that they think
they are not getting.

Rosen: I think the idea is that states are saying that if
you want to exploit our market, you must pay a toll
charge. This, of course, is directly antithetical to the
commerce clause in the Constitution.

And Rick, I think there was a law enacted last week
in Tennessee that looked through in Tennessee. I be-
lieve a new warehouse law that for a lot of qualifica-
tions you can choose an alternative tax rather than
sourcing everything to the warehouse.

Pomp: It is an incentive to put your warehouses in
Memphis.

Smith: Because part of the element is that it requires
it then to be sent out of state.

Pomp: Mississippi, Ohio, both have incentives for this
kind of situation.

Huddleston: But the measure of complexity here is
kind of an evolutionary thing as businesses change how
they do business. The classic example of that is the mo-
tion picture industry. They began with creating this
piece of tangible personal property which is their roll of
film which they then send to their distributor who then
sends to their theaters who then shows to their custom-
ers.

Well, you have a several processes there. At one
point in the historical development, all of these may
have been owned by the motion picture industry, and at
another point they are all broken out into separate own-
ership things.

Henchman: it was an antitrust case actually.
Huddleston: Exactly. And now we’re moving into an

era where maybe there is no tangible property being
transferred at any point.

Rosen: There was a case litigated in New York, and
now we have direct broadcasting, so in current statutes
it’s pretty clear. But should the statutes be changed to

tax? That’s the question.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Market-Based Sourcing: The market-based sourcing approach sources receipts to states based on the location
of the taxpayer’s market for the receipt. Even though this approach is increasingly gaining popularity, its
implementation varies greatly among the states and takes into consideration a number of different factors
when determining where the taxpayer’s market is located.

UDITPA §17: Provides that ‘‘[s]ales, other than sales of tangible personal property, are in this state if: (a) the
income-producing activity is performed in this state; or (b) the income-producing activity is performed both
in and outside this state and a greater proportion of the income-producing activity is performed in this state
than in any other state, based on costs of performance.’’

UDITPA §18: Provides that ‘‘[i]f the allocation and apportionment provisions of this Act do not fairly repre-
sent the extent of the taxpayer’s business activity in this state, the taxpayer may petition for or the tax ad-
ministrator may require, in respect to all or any part of the taxpayer’s business activity, if reasonable: (a)
separate accounting; (b) the exclusion of any one or more of the factors; (c) the inclusion of one or more ad-
ditional factors which will fairly represent the taxpayer’s business activity in this state; or (d) the employ-
ment of any other method to effectuate an equitable allocation and apportionment of the taxpayer’s income.’’
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Pass-ThroughEntities
Will an $800 California Case Have Huge
Nexus Implications for Pass-Through Entities?

N exus for pass-through entities has been a topic of concern in the state tax world. Many of the important aspects
of this issue are being litigated in the Swart Enterprises Inc. v. California Franchise Tax Bd. case. Roundtable
participants noted that while the case was worth only $800, it had major implications for other taxpayers.

In this case, the California Franchise Tax Board levied a tax on Swart for ‘‘doing business’’ in the state, despite the
fact that it did not have a physical presence in California. In fact, its only connection to the state was a 0.02 percent
interest in a California limited liability company, even though it was not involved in the management or operation of
the fund.

The California Superior Court sided with the taxpayer. Roundtable participants noted that this case was really
about taxpayers saying that while they may invest in a partnership, this does not equate to a physical presence in the
state, nor does it amount to an active engagement in business.

The most important question the Swart case raised for roundtable participants was the question of where to draw
the line and what sort of balancing test to use in deciding that a taxpayer is actively engaged in activity in the state.

One state tax expert noted that this question has been raised in several other cases, including UTELCOM and BIS,
around the country. As a result, the Swart Enterprises case in California will be interesting to watch as the Califor-
nia FTB plans to appeal the case.

As an increasing number of businesses operate as pass-through entities, the results of this case will be especially
important for taxpayers since it will set the standard for the level of activity that will subject them to tax in Califor-
nia.

Rosen: There has been a lot of activity in the pass-
through area.

Wlodychak: A lot of activity. I guess the most interest-
ing one was one that came down in December. It’s a Su-
perior Court case in Fresno County, California: Swart
Enterprises. And in that case, you have an Iowa farmer
who had invested in an equipment leasing company
that was based in California. California tried to assert
collection of the minimum tax, $800. That’s all this was
about, $800. The taxpayer in Iowa said, I don’t want to
pay it, and they brought suit against the FTB. The FTB
tried to argue that the taxpayer had his share of busi-
ness activity in the state because he owns a limited li-
ability company interest. He’s here in the state just as a
limited liability company is.

The Superior Court ruled in favor of the taxpayer
saying, no, he isn’t doing business here. He’s not en-
gaged in business in the state.

What’s fascinating to me about it is that the case is
not one of constitutionality. It’s really reading the stat-
ute. It’s reading the doing business rules under Califor-
nia’s own law and concluding that, in fact, doing busi-
ness does not include just investing passively in an LLC,
despite what the FTB says.

Rosen: Is that the same as the Louisiana case two
years ago?

Wlodychak: Kind of the same. We have the UTELCOM
case in Louisiana and the BIS case in New Jersey. These

are the same theories. In these cases taxpayers are
standing up saying, wait a second, my investment in
LPs, the limited partnership pass-through entities, yeah,
it’s a pass-through entity, but I’m not physically in the
state. I’m not really there engaged in any activity.

It’s reading the doing business rules under

California’s own law and concluding that, in fact,

doing business does not include just investing

passively in an LLC, despite what the FTB says.

STEVEN N.J. WLODYCHAK

PRINCIPAL, ERNST & YOUNG

But we’re running an interesting balancing test.
Where do you decide that you’re actively engaged in ac-
tivities there? It seems a lot of it depends on what kind
of a limited partnership you’re dealing with. The courts
seem very honed in on the concepts of member-
managed LLCs versus manager-managed LLCs, and
that distinction is really important. If the member
doesn’t have any influence over the control or operation
of the LLC, these courts seem to apply, regardless of the
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ownership percentage, you’re not there or engaged in a
business. It’s as if you own corporate shares. We all
know how C Corporations are treated. You’re really not
present in the state if all you do is own shares of a cor-
poration that is doing business in the state.

Anyway, this is going to be an interesting case to
watch. I know the FTB is planning to appeal it. There’s
not a lot of money involved in this case, but it would
have enormous implications for taxpayers in California
with respect to the aspect of whether they are subject to
tax in the state. But BIS and Village Super Markets, two
New Jersey cases, are similar type of cases.

Rosen: Were they statutorily-based analyses in the
opinions, as in the Louisiana and California cases?

Wlodychak: If you look at BIS and Village Super Mar-
kets, yes. Even though constitutional questions were
raised, the courts looked at what it means to be doing
business under the New Jersey corporation business
tax law. In BIS, we have a 99 percent limited partner-
ship owner from the U.K. Again, a passive investor
member-managed LLC or LP. That LP is owned 1 per-
cent by a related party, and yet the New Jersey court
said there were not sufficient connections with the state
for the state to impose tax on BIS.

Contrast it with Village Super Markets. It’s kind of
neat because they both sort of act as bookends. Look at
the Village Super Markets case: you have an actively
engaged member that owns a 99 percent interest in a LP
doing business in New Jersey, yet they found that they
had nexus there. Why? They had the same business ad-
dress as the other company. They were engaged. They
had the same Boards of Directors as the other company.
They had the same business aspects where they were
engaged in some kind of commercial activity furthering
their business sense.

You put all of those together and that was a business
distinguishing difference between those two cases. So
again, I think it’s really important. There’s been an aw-
ful lot of activity here for a long time. A lot of people
looked at partnerships, LLCs, as saying if the LLC is
there, so are you, but I think there are these cases now
that suggest that maybe that’s not true.

Huddleston: So they are saying really that you better
look to the terms of the partnership agreement as op-
posed to just the percentage of ownership.

So they are saying really that you better look to

the terms of the partnership agreement as

opposed to just the percentage of ownership.

JOSEPH HUDDLESTON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION

Wlodychak: I agree, Joe, it was the terms of the part-
nership agreement and not just the terms of the owner-
ship. How much control do you exercise over the activi-
ties of that pass-through entity to make you present in
the state?

Rosen: What’s the long-term solution? Is it to have
statutes that impose tax on the entity unless the owners
of the entity concede taxation?

Wlodychak: I think what’s interesting is if you take a
look at the Swart case, I don’t think the taxpayer would
have objected to being subject to California tax on net
income, but they were being asked to pay the quote-
unqoute minimum tax of $800 on an investment that
was only worth $50,000 that would be an annual
amount each year on a farmer in Iowa. I think the facts
that were borne out in that one that made it kind of in-
teresting. But I think that is a really good point. It de-
pends upon what that activity is and how big it is.

Pomp: So a controlling shareholder corporation now
can run the risk of being taxed.

Wlodychak: A controlling shareholder of a corpora-
tion? Do you think that’s the next step, professor?

Rosen: Rick has been saying that for 40 years. Actu-
ally I can attest to that.

Wlodychak: But it really is only $800 at risk with each
one of these for an 0.2 percent interest in this equip-
ment leasing company in California.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

BIS LP Inc. v. New Jersey Div. of Taxn., 26 N.J. Tax 489 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2011): BIS was a limited
partner investment company with no property, place of business or employees in New Jersey. It had no nexus
and was not subject to corporate business tax because it was a limited partner, did not have the right to par-
ticipate in the active management of the limited partnership and was not authorized to perform any duty on
behalf of the partnership.

BIS LP Inc. v. New Jersey Div. of Taxn., No. A-1647-12T3, 2014 BL 101464 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2014),
aff’g 27 N.J. Tax 58 (N.J. Tax Ct. 2012): Under New Jersey law, BIS LP consented to taxation in New Jersey
through the process of filing a return and, therefore, is entitled to receive a refund of tax payments made on
its behalf by an affiliated company.

Commerce Clause, (Art. I, §8, cl. 3): The commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution provides an express grant
of power to Congress to ‘‘regulate Commerce... among the several States.’’

Due Process Clause, (Amendment XIV, §1): The due process clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that a
state may not ‘‘deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.’’

Economic Nexus: States increasingly have attempted to assert income tax nexus over businesses that do not
have a physical presence in the state but that may have a substantial economic presence within the state.
The court in Geoffrey Inc. v. South Carolina Tax Comn., 437 S.E.2nd 13 (S.C. 1993) noted that such presence
may be demonstrated by a purposeful direction of business towards a state’s market, examined in light of
the frequency, quantity and systematic nature of a company’s economic contacts with the state, without re-
gard to physical presence, and to the extent permitted by the U.S. Constitution.

Swart Enterprises Inc. v. California Franchise Tax Bd., No. 13CECG02171 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2014): Swart was
incorporated in Iowa and operated a farm in Kansas. Swart had no physical presence in California; it did not
have property or payroll in the states. Swart did, however, own a 0.02 percent interest in a California limited
liability company, even though it was not involved in the management or operation of the fund. However,
this was still enough for the California Franchise Tax Board to levy a tax on Swart for ‘‘doing business’’ in
the state. The California Superior Court sided with the taxpayer and noted that Swart was not actually ‘‘do-
ing business’’ in the state and that the miniscule interest in a California limited liability company should not
subject them to tax.

UTELCOM, Inc. v. Bridges, 77 So.3d 39 (La. Ct. App. 2011), cert. denied, 83 So.3d 1046 (La. 2012): Held that
a corporation’s passive ownership interest in a limited partnership doing business in Louisiana will not, in
and of itself, subject the corporation to the Louisiana corporate franchise tax.

Village Super Market of PA Inc. v. New Jersey Div. of Taxn., N.J. Tax 394 (N.J. Tax Ct. 2013): The New Jersey
Tax Court distinguished BIS LP and held that commonality of business enterprises and integration of man-
agement established nexus with New Jersey for a Pennsylvania corporation owning a limited partner inter-
est in a New Jersey partnership.
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UnclaimedProperty
Will Initiative to Revamp Model Act Help Bring Resolution
To Simmering Debate Over Compliance and Auditing Tactics?

D elaware’s reputation as a business-friendly state may be caught in the crosshairs of the state’s unclaimed prop-
erty audit program.

In the recent Temple-Inland litigation, the methodology used by the state has been challenged as being unconsti-
tutional. The case is set to proceed to trial due to insufficient information to develop a thorough understanding of the
facts and the underlying issues.

In the interim, the Delaware VDA program is set to wind down at the end of June for a number of participants.
Due to a major revenue shortfall, Delaware is anxious to collect revenue from this program before it ends.

In an attempt to create a uniform model statute to address unclaimed property, the American Bar Association
(ABA) has commissioned a model Unclaimed property Act. However, several larger states, including California, New
York and Texas are not expected to adopt the ABA’s initiative.

Yearly Recap
Rosen: Unclaimed property, Kendall what’s happen-

ing in that area?
Houghton: It’s been a very interesting year. Last year

we were talking about how much was going on in terms
of Delaware being in the middle of a Secretary-of-State-
sponsored VDA program, there being a fair amount of
litigation ongoing, a lot of legislation introduced in the
state assemblies and those bills have proliferated.

Now we have roughly a year and a half under our
belts with respect to the Uniform Law Commission’s ef-
fort to draft a new uniform unclaimed property act. I
see Diann nodding because she and I regularly attend
the ULC drafting committee meetings to represent
holder perspectives on important policy issues. I must
also mention the states’ rampant enforcement actions,
given that the number of contract audit firms that are
providing audit services to the states has just multiplied
in the last 18 months to two years.

Smith: Kendall, I never thought I would say this, but I
am begging MTC to get into the audit of unclaimed
property. I think you guys could bring sort of a rational
approach to it.

Houghton: Yeah. It’s an interesting proposition.
Wlodychak: Especially with Delaware being a member

of the MTC, right?
Houghton: So let me pause without putting you on the

spot, Steve Cordi. I know that we see the District of Co-
lumbia participating in many multi-state audits that
your clients are undergoing. Perhaps most often DC
and the other states are being represented by Kelmar
Associates, sometimes by the Unclaimed Property
Clearinghouse. But my sense is the states are being ap-
proached nearly monthly by new firms, and I’m won-
dering if you have a sense of how many contract audit
firms the District of Columbia has signed on.

Cordi: The answer to your question and the reason
why Huddleston was not involved in this is the uni-
formly across the country, with only a handful of excep-
tions, unclaimed property programs report to state trea-
surers and not to state revenue agencies. This is also the
case in the District of Columbia—it doesn’t report to the
revenue agency; it reports to the District’s treasurer. So
I’ll have to plead ignorance as to what it’s doing.

Henchman: Is that a good thing or a bad thing?
Cordi: That they report to treasurers and not to rev-

enue agencies? Well, reporting to treasurers has this
drawback—people who tend to walk off on their assets
also tend to walk off on their state tax liabilities. Where
the revenue agency has the program, it can match the
two. It’s more difficult if it does not.

What do you think the chances are of Delaware

ever adopting any version of the Uniform Act,

considering that one of the leading practitioners in

Delaware sits on the Uniform Law Commission?

DOUGLAS LINDHOLM

PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COST

Huddleston: State treasurers and secretaries of state
who more often than not manage this and administer it,
they like to hold onto money. And nobody wants your
revenue agency to hold onto money.

Lindholm: So Kendall and Diann, may I ask you a
question? As you know, the Uniform Law Commission,
formerly NCCUSL, has duly undertaken the fourth re-
write of the Unclaimed Property Act. It strikes me that
the circumstances that are dictating this rewrite were
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brought about largely through Delaware’s aggressive
actions, or at least that Delaware can be cited as one of
the leading causes.

What do you think the chances are of Delaware ever
adopting any version of the Uniform Act, considering
that one of the leading practitioners in Delaware sits on
the Uniform Law Commission?

Houghton: Slim to none Doug.
Smith: Delaware has been attending the Uniform Law

Commission meetings in force. They have had quite a
few of their top people there attending. They have not
been actively participating, though, other than through
their primary auditor.

But when you look at Delaware’s Study Commission,
it’s very clear that one of the primary issues was that we
can’t remove the revenue stream. And so that is always
their pressure point. Unfortunately.

Wlodychak: It’s a huge contributor to their state bud-
get, isn’t it?

Houghton: That’s right—the third largest source of an-
nual operating funds.

Wlodychak: So long as they have the U.S. Supreme
Court rulings in their favor, why should they agree?

Smith: I wish we did have a state representative here.
Because one thing I’ve always tried to figure out from
the non-Delaware states is why they let Delaware take
an address that is a non-Delaware address, extrapolate
it backward and take that money.

Wlodychak: Because it’s the last known address. It
comes down to that one definition by the Supreme
Court.

But when you look at Delaware’s Study

Commission, it’s very clear that one of the primary

issues was that we can’t remove the revenue

stream. And so that is always their pressure point.

DIANN SMITH

COUNSEL, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Lindholm: Do you remember the agreement between
New York and Massachusetts where Delaware agreed
to pay them for a period of years to settle disagreements
over unclaimed property?

Smith: Until ’99.
Lindholm: It surprises me that when that agreement

ran out, there wasn’t some effort by the other states to
revisit the issue. I think Delaware started to get very ag-
gressive after that agreement expired.

Houghton: Let us not forget there’s a very important
former senator from Delaware who currently serves as
vice president.

Lindholm: So is this all political?

‘Temple-Inland’ and Implications
Houghton: It is. There might be politics involved here.

As Diann was alluding to in Delaware, we do now have
litigation underway in the Temple-Inland case which
challenges the constitutionality of estimation in and of
itself. So without regard to the specific methodologies
as well as certain aspects of the technique that Dela-

ware uses, which assigns 100 percent of an estimated li-
ability, if you think of it as the 50-state aggregate liabil-
ity, to the domicile state of the holder entity.

Huddleston: Where is that litigation?
Houghton: Great question. They have discovery under-

way in the Delaware district court. It’s probably going
to continue through late fall, according to the district
court’s scheduling order. So on motions for summary
judgement/dismissal, the judge made some very telling
and positive comments to the holder community re-
garding the constitutional arguments that had been put
forward by Temple-Inland, but the court has said that
the case must proceed to trial because there wasn’t
enough information and the judge needs to develop a
better factual understanding to the underlying issues.

In the interim, the Delaware VDA program is set to
wind down this June 30th for a large number of partici-
pants, and there’s a fair amount of anxiety to get the
dollars in the door because Delaware is experiencing a
very significant revenue shortfall right now, tied to un-
claimed property. And the state escheator is on the re-
cord in the Delaware press saying he thinks it’s because
of the Temple-Inland litigation and that he anticipates
this could be a problem going forward.

Pomp: Is there an ABA project underway, as well, par-
allel to the uniform law?

Model Unclaimed Property Act
Houghton: Yes, Rick, the ABA had begun a model Un-

claimed Property Act exercise, and the ABA conferred
with the commission and said we will step back and
watch your Uniform Act exercise, but we reserve the
right to reinstate our model act.

Smith: And the way the ULC works, because the ULC
has always historically been very engaged with the
ABA, they have liaisons from the ABA on all of their
projects, so sitting at the ULC table are members of the
ABA. At the other end of the table are National Associa-
tion of Unclaimed Property Administrators, so those
two groups are physically at the table, but they don’t get
to vote.

Houghton: The rest of us who go are all observers, so
we can pop up, go to the microphone and express our
opinions, but we’re not at the table with the Drafting
Committee, ABA and NAUPA.

Smith: And much like what we see in the general state
tax area, there’s certainly states other than Delaware
that probably will not adopt whatever comes out of this,
and they are the bigger states. New York, I mean I don’t
see New York—

Houghton: California, Texas. We shall see. But I do
think that all of the advocates in the room, be they ad-
vocates for states, holders or owners, are sort of play-
ing the game to get the best possible provisions devel-
oped. Then we may see parties picking and choosing
and moving specific provisions through state legisla-
tures if you can’t get traction for adoption of the entire
revised Uniform Act.

Henchman: What have you profited to gain a model act
that big states won’t adopt?

Smith: I think we gain two things, and this is often
also how we approach the MTC. That the discussion in
general brings out education, for both sides, for both
the states and the holders in this case. And then the
crafting of individual items—frequently if a state
doesn’t adopt the whole thing and that state has a par-
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ticular issue, they’ve got somewhere to look. When they
want to address gift certificates, they can look at what
has already been drafted.

Houghton: And in that specific part Diann, the last Uni-
form Act was drafted in 1995, therefore essentially pre-
dates Internet commerce, online business models and
all sorts of sort of digital or virtual property types. So
there’s very much a modernization effort underway.

Wlodychak: Do you think they will ever address the
last known address concept? Will that ever be changed,
or is that sort of set in stone?

Smith: You need either Congress or you need the US.
Supreme Court to address it again, but the U.S Su-
preme Court and the three other cases have been pretty
clear: we just want a simple, easy to apply rule, and
that’s supposedly what this is.

Huddleston: Where would you go if you didn’t go
there?

Wlodychak: Well, they had four or five other options
there. I don’t have a particular one I like, but headquar-
ters state is one aspect.

Houghton: Right, but the court, when it selected as the
first priority jurisdictional premise—that is, state of last
known address of the owner as shown on the holder’s
books and records—the court said, look, that’s incon-
trovertible (well, as long as you have one address—
plenty of clients that figure out they have a problem be-
cause their records contain multiple addresses).

Wlodychak: Or, you do gift cards and you simply ig-
nore the last known address.

Houghton: The second priority rule reports property to
state of ‘‘domicile’’ of the holder. What is that? State of
incorporation for an incorporated entity. Some ques-
tions exist regarding the definition of ‘‘domicile’’ for un-
incorporated entities, but the court said that it’s a heck
of a lot easier than to establish a ‘‘principal place of
business.’’ We don’t want to get into factual inquiries
and fact-dependent tests, or every time two states are
fighting over the property you’ll be back in front of us.

Wlodychak: It sounds like a rule now except for Dela-
ware.

Lindholm: Well it raises an interesting rhetorical ques-
tion: If there’s no claim to the property, and if there’s no
expectation by any person that such property would
ever be returned, is it really unclaimed? Unfortunately,
that’s what happens in the context of estimation of
‘‘owner unknown’’ property— it brings in a lot of rev-
enues but there’s nobody even pretending it will go
back to a rightful owner because there typically isn’t
one to be found.

Wlodychak: That’s why the Temple-Inland case is so
important.

Houghton: It underscores the derivative rights doc-
trine, which is being advocated by the ABA and by ev-
ery other holder organization to the Uniform Law Com-
mission.

Smith: And yet oddly discounted by several of the
commissioners on the Uniform Law Commission draft-
ing committee.

Houghton: But what is it? Essentially saying that if
there is property, it has an owner. The states are step-
ping into the shoes of the owners to exercise custodial
jurisdiction, so the states’ rights are derivative to those
of the owner. They can’t claim an additional or other in-
terest in the property than what the owner itself may as-
sert.

It raises an interesting rhetorical question: If

there’s no claim to the property, and if there’s no

expectation by any person that such property

would ever be returned, is it really unclaimed?

DOUGLAS LINDHOLM

PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COST

Wlodychak: The states are much more capable of giv-
ing money back than the holders.

Smith: That’s why we have seen what I think is bizarre
legislation where the states that had that lawsuit against
the U.S. Government wanted the government to turn
over the savings bonds that don’t get cashed within a
certain period of time to the states. And the U.S. Gov-
ernment said that the states only step into the shoes of
the holder, that they don’t actually get anything. So the
states are starting to pass legislation saying in this
unique area it’s going to be an absolute escheat—they
actually get to take ownership and that means that the
government has to turn it over to them because they get
ownership. If the owner comes forward, they have a
process to give it back, but it makes me question how
the states can say they they’re just trying to help out the
owners. It’s not like the owners of the savings bonds
aren’t looking at the U.S. Government in the first place.

Henchman: If a lawyer acting as trustee behaved like
this...

Lindholm: Exactly. Which begs the question, is there a
possibility that the Federal Government could intercede
here and say, ‘‘We are the king, not the states, so we’ll
take the property as trustee’’? Let’s change these es-
cheat laws. We’ll need federal legislation, but that’s all
it would take.

Houghton: Well, that’s the common law roots of un-
claimed property. It’s good to be the king.

Rosen: I want to thank each of you for being here to-
day and offering your thoughts on the hottest topics in
state taxation; as always, your insights are extremely
valuable.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ON DEVELOPMENTS

Delaware v. New York, 507 U.S. 490, 501 (1993): This case established the second priority rule, which ap-
plies when the owner’s address is unknown. The U.S. Supreme Court’s reaffirmation that unclaimed prop-
erty under the secondary rule escheats to the state of incorporation was a boon to Delaware because of the
large number of firms that are incorporated there. However, the ruling rendered inferior the claims of states
in which a holder conducted business but was incorporated elsewhere.

Delaware Voluntary Disclosure Agreement Legislation (S.B. 228), enacted June 30, 2014: The Delaware General As-
sembly enacted S.B. 228, which changes the penalty for failing to file an abandoned property report from 5
percent per month to the lesser of 5 percent per month or $100 per day. The maximum penalty changes from
50 percent of the amount required to be shown on the report to $5,000. S.B. 228 extends the period that a
holder may submit and the Secretary of State may accept a letter of intent to enter into an unclaimed prop-
erty voluntary self-disclosure agreement from June 30, 2014 to Sept. 30, 2014 and extend the sunset of the
Secretary of State’s voluntary self-disclosure program by one year from July 1, 2015 to July 1, 2016.

Delaware Voluntary Disclosure Agreement Legislation (H.B. 2), enacted Jan. 30, 2013: The legislation clarifies that
holders having previously entered into a voluntary disclosure agreement prior to June 30, 2012, may enter
into the new program regarding any related party not included in an earlier voluntary self-disclosure or for
property types and/or periods not included in a prior agreement; and gives holders, electing into a voluntary
self-disclosure prior to June 30, 2013, up to one additional year to enter into an agreement and make pay-
ment or enter into a payment plan.

Delaware Voluntary Disclosure Agreement Legislation (S.B. 258), enacted July 11, 2012: The legislation provides
that holders not currently reporting abandoned property, or already engaged in claims resolution with the
State Escheator, are eligible to resolve claims before the Secretary of State in a process that limits the report-
ing of abandoned property to 1996 or 1993.

Temple-Inland Inc. v. Cook, No. 1:14-cv-00654-SLR (D. Del. March 11, 2015): Temple-Inland Inc., a Delaware
corporation, filed suit in federal court to stop the state from collecting an estimated previous unclaimed prop-
erty liability of more than $1.3 million. The lawsuit seeks to overturn the first published decision from an ad-
ministrative appeal under Delaware’s unclaimed property laws. Temple-Inland’s challenge to the state’s use
of a statistical model to estimate its obligations under the state’s Abandoned and Unclaimed Property Law
will move forward after the U.S. District Court for the district of Delaware denied, in part, the state’s motion
to dismiss the case. The court’s decision to retain the case is important because it suggests that there is some
merit to the company’s constitutional claims and it signals the ability for unclaimed property cases to be
heard in Delaware’s federal district court as an alternative to the state’s court system.

Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (1981): The 1981 Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (the ‘‘1981 Uniform Act’’)
superseded the 1966 Uniform Act. The 1981 Uniform Act codified the U.S. Supreme Court’s priority stan-
dards set out in Texas v. New Jersey. The primary custody priority in §3 of the 1981 Uniform Act is afforded
to the state of the last known address of the owner. In those instances in which the owner’s identity or ad-
dress is unknown, or the state of the owner’s last known address does not assert a claim to the property,
then custody goes to the state of the holder’s domicile. The 1981 Uniform Act also added additional rules by
which states may claim custody to unclaimed property. The 1981 Uniform Act provides that when the last
known address of the apparent owner is in a foreign nation, the state in which the holder is domiciled may
claim the property. In addition, the 1981 Uniform Act added a ‘‘transactional’’-based priority rule to apply
when neither the first or second priority rules established in Texas v. New Jersey are applicable. Where the
last known address of the apparent owner is unknown or is in a state that does not provide for escheat of the
property in question, and the holder is a domiciliary of a state that does not have escheat laws or laws requir-
ing it to take custody of the property, then the state in which the transaction occurred that resulted in the
unclaimed property is authorized to claim the property.

Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (1995): The 1995 Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (the ‘‘1995 Uniform Act’’)
superseded the 1981 Uniform Act. It has been formally adopted by Louisiana, Maine, Montana, New Mexico,
Wisconsin and West Virginia, and is being considered in a number of other state legislatures. The 1995 Uni-
form Act codifies the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Delaware v. New York. In that case, the U.S. Supreme
Court reaffirmed the priorities that it had adopted in Texas v. New Jersey and followed in Pennsylvania v.
New York, which are incorporated in the 1981 Uniform Act. The preamble to the 1995 Uniform Act provides
the following commentary with regards to the impact of Delaware v. New York: ‘‘Although the Delaware
Court made no change in the rules of priority, it clarified the issue of how to determine the identity of the
‘debtor’—the ’holder’ under this Act—when payments by intermediaries are at stake. The ‘debtor’ will be de-
fined by reference to the state law that creates the property interest; an intermediary which holds the prop-
erty in its own name will generally be the debtor, and not the original obligor which has satisfied its obliga-
tion by transmitting payment to the intermediary. Delaware v. New York also makes it clear that no State
may supersede the court’s priority rules by seeking to establish different priorities under state law.’’
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